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But outward actions
‘are not always practicable. In such case
it would not be good economy to stop the
otherwise possible.

whole

machinery;

rather,

let

the

next
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RYTER.

‘When the wild billows of the sea
Lie steeped in slumber’s sweetest rest,

Thee,
g
My prayers Thy towers invest.

1 lie upon the headlandholr

considered,

is

not

without sanction in the Word of God.
David ate the shew-bread, which the priests

only were allowed to eat. But he was
flying from Saul, tired and hungry ; it was

All denom-

inations of Christians have to plead guilty

of allowing grave irregularities. The first

Methodist Episcopal bishop was hardly
made accordingto the pattern for making
bishops. Pedo-Baptists make baptism ex-

' And rest from days and Nie of toll—

tion, and

Brings down, in measures running o'er,
Thé peace of Heaven, like sacred oil.

from them, held to be a church ordinance,

then

withhold

the communion

when the subject can appreciate and: ex-

The whole world seems in other guise; ,
Transfigured, lie the land and sea;
The placid waves, of myriad dyes,
Are but amirror, Lord, for Thee!

TY

otherwise, it is good for nothing.

We

bave said

k

that open communion

CHICAGO,

APRIL

church be wide up of all baptized believers? and do not these

facts, which

every

Baptist would acknowledge, show what
was the divine plan touching the intro-

and ate the ears of corn. It was necessary and therefore justifiable. Circumcision was antecedent to everything prac-

standpoint

pressive of faith and regeneration, Lut administer it to unconscious babes. They
baptize their infants into the church rela-

The twilight hush of sea and shore—
When, wearied with the day" 5 turmoll

ing the supper before baptism be Fa

edged an exception to the rule of order;

AND

a respectable work on theology, and hardly a church creed, which does not support
the antecedence of baptism to the supper.

the

regular tabernacle services.

».nd the bronze day-god daintily
Slips seaward in the sloping West,
Then, Lord, my thotights rise straight to

BOSTON

necessary, and therefore allowable. Jesus
and his disciples clearly violated the law,

from

tical of the religious Jew.,, No pretense
to being a Jew was allowable with its
omission. But it was wholly omitted
during the forty years journey in the
wilderness, and without interrupting the

Tish, SUNSET.

STAR,

writers, openly or tacitly, deny, the exist- | ductory office of the Lord's baptism? We
ence of any order of things in the Gospel, submit a proposition :—If one is a member
making baptism antecedent to the su
« | of the church because forgiven, then he is
We have said,and repeat, that this denial, such when forgiven, without waiting ay
in what it involves, is dangerous inthe outward action, What is trueof one is
extreme.
Let us consider, this matter true of all, and the church of Christ, his
briefly :
visible church, may be defined,~all per1. The denial plac
communionists sons pardoned, without anything more.
at variunce with all Christiaii, in all time, Here we have, as the sum of the argument

best thing be done. What would seem
proper, nay, really to be “imperative duty,

when, on the Sabbath day, they plucked

The Worning Star.
MARION

MORNING

press the meaning of the one rite as much
asthe
other. Thereis certainly inharmony
here;to Say the least. . Licensing and ordaining men to the ministry could not be
omitted needlessly; but - examples of
preaching and administering the ordinan-

almost without exception.

Eleven probabilities

There
is hardly

out of twelve stand

against the single juror, who, having no
superior advantages, dissénts from
ghie

which dispenses with antecedent buptiass,
utter disorganization! .

2%,

1876.

NO.

17.

regard those discussiont! asos ARE, but
©. 'MINO§ EVENTS,
infuse a religious spirit and a lofty tone
The bill reducing the salary of the Pres- of morals into the work of the citizen. | ident of the United States to $25,000 per
Let us make public life honorable and sa- | annum after the 4th of March next has
cred ; let us watch public men, and approve | been vetoed by President Grant.—Onor rebuke them as they give occasion. Let | Wednesday,

us create a public opinion which
make
it perilous for an efficial to
with his duties, political death to be
suspected of fraud.
eh we shall

shall
trifle
even
have

the Demoptats of Indians.

| nominated James D.
Williams for Gov- | ernor, and declared Hendricks ther unan--| imous choice for President.—-—James Rus| sell Lowell is among the delegates ap-

—not one | pointed to the Massachusetts State Con h, but to vention.
abstain from injustice—a
in which
On Monday there was a large di
the bonds of injustice are loosened, and monstration in. Hyde Park, London, in
such a fast as God
on which to abstain

| the. yoke of professional politicians— | favor of the liberation of the TickRings, Lobbies and Caucuses—shall be | borne claimant.———The
forever broken. ' Then shall the light of
.
THE NATION'S "ENEMIES,
ra this great Nation break forth as the the Carlist
in France can takeRev. James Freeman Clark preached morning, and its renewed health spring advantage
of the indulto.—TGeeek
he
To be continued.)

ahe reg he Shp gn.

verdict of all the rest. It becomes hing
be modest in his. verdict, and equally ®

comes others to receive his statement:
caution and reserve. . Bui the odds is

“ring” the * lobby” and the

ly greater between the few who deny, 1

ee and make fat our bones—and we,

the many who affirm, the antecedent |

« caucus” are all of them ~the organized

2. The denial that ba
provedeiithe
supperin order, is also a virtual’ denial

but become | ate bill
postage on mail mat- again,
as
we
were
in
the
days
of
our
|ter
of
the
third
class
ually, the intelligence and honesty of
politics. We are now on the eve ofa fathers, a spring of water to feed the decreed as obligatory the use of .thé Ger-

wise, the supper is wholly removed

Presidential election.

of Christian baptism.

selfishness of politics.

_ .

that it precedes the church relation ;

fo

What we need is,to "organive, asa a

The great majori-

it¥ no ty of both parties wish to have an honest
‘man for President.
They want a man
sense a church rite. If baptism
ca
who
will
gteadily
set
his face against all
before membership in the church, and net
rascality,
select
only
the best men for
before the supper, then where is the

the supervision of the church,—is

supper?
Communion as a church rite. office ; a man who has no brothers-in-law
may be differently interpreted, but at least or cousins to take care of; a man willthe church must have supervision over it, ingto take some trouble. to purify the

the leading Republic of the world, will |Postal
our principles,
oh «disgrace

roots of liberty everywhere, whose waters

fail not.

man language among her Polish Subjects.
rr

York

on

—

eee.

5

WasmNerox, D. 'C., April’ 1, 1876."
THE LINCOLN STATUE: . *

The Brazilian Emperor and Empress
New

> ><

WASHINGTON OORRESPQNDENOE..

EVENTS OF THE WEEK.
THE ARRIVAL OF DOM PEDRO:
reached

——

Saturday week.

The unveiling.

of the

They were welcomed by the Secretary of the martyred Presiden bronzed statue of
t took place
State, the Secretary of, War and the Sec- | ‘Friday in Lincoln Square. It wisa last.

grand.
civil service; & man over whom Con- retary of the Navy, who were commis- |
and imposing demonstration, and marks an
gressional
Tings
will
have
ho
power;
a
doubtless in ‘the divine plan that every
sioned by the President toreceive them in epoch in the march of the colored race
Behold thy Peace and Majesty!
to
man’ who will honor us’ abroad by apChristian
should
be
baptized;
dnd
that
the
behalf
of the nation, but our distinguished freedom, culture, and a better and higher
ces without ordination have been known
pointing
‘mén a8 our ambassadors
PN
church
should
comprise
the
whole
body
of
and approved, the ceremony of ordination
—and if éy are rejected, nominate ‘bet- visitors declined to be taken to the city on Civilization. The money with which. this
the United States vessel Alert, as had
tatue was procured, was—every cent ofiitL
BAPTISM AND THE LORD'S SUPPER. being impracticable under the circumstan- such Christians, and no provision was ter men still in their place.
made for any outside, disorganized, mixed
been intended, the Emperor wishing to
ntributed by the black race, who regard
THEIR GOSPEL ORDER.
ces.
Both
the
great
parties
are
willing
multitude to manage and dictate an ‘ordiMy. Lincoln, as he was, their deliverer.:
be
treated
as
a
private
"gentleman.
On
Regular Baptists,as they term tbem‘enough to promise all thie.
To read
nance of so much importance. Fo
The cost of the figure
and the mo um Erron 1 an in
in Milarmpay
‘selves, would object mest to the theory of
their
Platforms
you
would
consider
them Monday, he started for California. A brief first money paid was wasby$17,000,
3. But open communion writers, noth
an old colored.
but
interesting
‘account
of
the
Emperor
allowable
exceptions,
but
they,
even,
can
not She ve
pms
by some’
washerwoman in‘Marietta, Ohio:
few, have come to deny that baptism has models of Puritanic virtue—only, per- will be found in another column.
of our writers, and
also,
support of hardly plead innocence. The baptism of
haps, carrying their sense of justice and
The day was propitious, and” the vast”
vy COLLECTIONS.
the
1 think them #
t with Roger Williams, by one not himself bap- anything to do with church validity and

Oh, that I might, with clearer eyes,

and must carefully perpétuate it. It was

h #9

doctrines and church

to

provoke

With no

discussion,

but a desire

to

awaken
and in
aud to prein honor, ours, as a
den
na
I offer
offer a» article or two for publication.—

OS
_

RaRNILt

eommunion

pridtics

of foe

necessitates a denial

hat

the

of the

order
of things claimed by Close Communionists,
— baptism first - in practice,
church joining next, and “after these the

tized,
was hardly in

exact order.

It is

hardly

in order that Baptists

accept as

valid,

baptisms

by Pedo-

administered

deny any such order.

In our opinion the

The close communionist holds that,in
the nature
and design of baptism, it precedes the supper, and further claims that

this order of things
is so inviolable that if
for any. cause baptism be omitted, the
supper also must be abstained from.
The epen communionist may admit and

defend the former proposition, touching
the antecedence, in order, of baptism to
the supper, but deny the inviolability of the

order, and hold and defend tha

ple

of Christ, possessing the moral

qualifica-

tions for the supper, may and ought to
partake thereof; it being understood that
the omission of baptism shall have been
for reasons not calculated to impair Christian character. He may freely acknowledge that suchcommuning before baptism
is an irregularity, an exception to the

order in which baptism, church joining and
the supper are arranged in their associated

capacity, but defend the practice on the
same grounds as that on which all religious
denominations justify other irregularities

of possibly equal magnitude.
The real issue between the. parties may |
hence be expressed in few words. The
one makes baptism an ‘ absolute pre-requisite” to the supper. The other makes
it an antecedent in order, to be observed
when practicable, but not of such character as to forbid the supper, if baptism be

justifiably omitted.

:

Whether this position he tenable, depends not a little upon whether irregularities may be allowed, and to what

extent.

Deviations from law and order may or
may not be allowable, according to their
magnitude.

No

deviation,

for

example,

. which would destroy the compact of States
could be ullowed; but, the essential, con"stitutional provisions secured, there exists
hardly a law besides, the interpretation
and execution of which is not effected by
circumstances. Very grave irregularities
are allowed, of necessity, in every department

of

human

society.

As

we

have

said, many occur in the interpretation and
execution of civil law. In business and
social circles no man, not even the worst,

holds his neighbor or his guest to the strict
letter of law or of etiquette, irrespective

of adverse considerations.

The

moral

sense of all men dictates the making of
favorable allowance for necessary, unavoidable omissions. Religious ceremonies
of all dispensations were appointed of
God, for the purpose of giving simplicity,

body and force to essential truths and
facts, The best state of things exists
when these truths, facts, ceremonies,
all,
are understood and observed fully and in
order. -Any omissions and any interrup.
tions"of the appointed order, must of neconsity

Produce
bd

a diminution . of good,

times

by

‘invisible

church,” and some-

Baptist administrators. In relation to the
supper, it is a fact that the Close Baptist times by other terms, What is generally
meant, we suppose, is, simply, that all
theory of communion, strictly interpreted,|

limits the participation to the individual

church, and inviting members of churches
of “the same faith and order
"is theresupper
and other duties? Is this
the real fore an irregularity. No consistent Bapissue between
the parties? As though it tist, we conclude, wonld justify the praecwere, most writers
upon open communion tice as strictly in order, of inviting to the
do openly,
or by significant silence, tacitly supper persons, though of the same faith
denial is needless, and, in what it involves,
is dangerous
in the extreme.

church membership.
¢¢ All Christians
are
members of the church of Christ,” i5 a
very common remark. It is qualified some-

public honesty to a somewhat. imprécticable extreme. I think we are rather

tired of the glittering generalities of the
Platforms. Talk is cheap—fine words
are easily written. They pass by acclamation in a Convention, provided they

Christians belong to the family of God, to do not bind any one to anything. Therethe spiritual reign of Christ, &. To this fore we do not pow need more virtuous
idea, no one would object. ‘But it is quite platforms, but/ve need more honest men.
another

thing

to say that all who

are

The honest man, the man who

has prov-

Christians at heart, of any particular ed himselfso through his life, to whom
, Or cunlocality,” constitute the church of such: no suspicion of fraud, or

The solfontions at the Moody and San-

key meetings during Tuesday, amounted
to $160,000,

Ore

gentleman

gave $25,-

000, and Wm. E. Dodge $10,000. Other
subscriptions ranged from $50 to $5,000.
Mr.

Moody

said,

if

they

could

collect

$200,000, a gentleman had volunteered to
subscribe $50,000.

1t.is intended to turn

then communion based on church validity.
Surely, one or the other, or both, must be
an exception, * Butler's Theology ” asks,
‘* Who should be invited to partake of the
Lord's supper?” and answers, ‘‘ The
Lord's children.” But it says further,
** The proper course, as we conceive, is to
invite all Christians, or gospel believers in
regular - standing
in any evangelical
church.”

‘“ Exceptions to the general

may be allowed in special cases.”

rule

Now,

God has many children, no doubt, wholly
outside all evangelical churches. Indeed,
all persons must become such, before they
can be admitted to any such church, legal-

ly.

Again, some free communion writers,

not disputing the antecedence of baptism,
argue, and with propriety, that Close Baptists ought not to forbid Pedo-Baptists the
supper, and grant them everything else,
gince they, Close Baptists, hold baptism to
be antecedent not alone to the supper, but

to everything else of a practical religious
life. The argument is a good one, if tak.

pattern, and almost without exception give
to baptism
the same office,

Our

open communion,some in higha

on

y,tell

us that baptism may indeed be made a condition to membership in a particular church

or denomination, as the Freewill Baptist.
for example, but has'no such place In the
church, even yisible, of Christ. Freewill
Baptists demand it only from conventional

$150,000 on their building, and the other

$10,000 is wanted for keeping up revival

monument. “A procession of Home Rulers, numbering about
4,000, and consisting of trade guilds with

their own candidate and to elect his
opponent, if his opponentbe a suitable
man, If this is done, each party conven-’
tion will be obliged to nominate a good

bands and banners, marched to the place.
A body of Nationalists, only a few hun-

man,

dred, armed with

If it is not done, there

must

then

of colored

societies,

associa-

no symptoms of. that foolish , prejudice
which has sometimes in the past appeared:

all the money over to the Young Men's to mar such occasions. On the platform
Christian Association, to pay .a debt of sat the President and Cabinet minister,

locality, —valid, Seripturally constituted, ning attaches itself—let him be our Plat- | meetings and building branches of the
on the ground of character alone, without*| | form. There have been times when it Young Men's Chrigiian Association in the
and order, of whose character the church
reference to any formalities. But ‘this ‘was right to say, ‘* Measures, not men,” ci
Administering has no means of judging,
iy OVERFLOW OF THE MISSISSIPPI.
statement, in substance, is made by open and these times will come again. - But
and over whom they have no jurisdiction.
A "despatch from Quincy, Iil., dated on
communion writers. We quote briefly: now, when no important measures are
But this is largely done. Many Close Bap“It (baptism) is nowhere in Scripture aid in question between the parties, when Thursday, stated that the Mississippi rivtists invite all baptized believers of whatto be a door into the church.” Many who you find godd“men in both parties in er had broken over its banks at points
ever denomination. But this is a very
believe it to be antecedent, do not, favor of good measures, and bad men in from Hannibal to Louisiana, and the wagrave irregularity while they unchurch
nevertheless, call it a door, but what is both parties opposed to them, .now is the ter was’ still\rising. Much damage was
those whom they invite. They make both meant here is that baptism is not taught to time when we are obliged to say, “Men, anticipated.
The farming country bebaptism and church joining pre-requisites
tween Rockfort and Louisiana, for miles
be antecedent to admission into the church. not measures.”
to the supper. Some of their churches
‘When the men 1n any party, whose on- east of Louisiana, is from two to ten feet
Again, “Whatever satisfies us that a
spread the table and invite none and experson has spiritual union with Chrést, is ly interest is the public good, unite to- under water, and many acres of wheat
clude none, but this is a surrender, by the
accepted as evidence of his membership in gether to defeat the trading politicians, are ruined. About a mile of the track of
church, of al responsibility in the case,
they always succeed.
These cunning the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railthe church,—of actual, visible memberand a virtual endorsement of the theory of
ship.” ** Those who
are members of and selfish men are in a very small mi- road is under water.
open communion,—* Let 8 man examine
EXTRADITION.
Christ, are, of necessity, members of the nority—the mass of the people only want
himself and so let him eat and drink.”
good
measures
and
upright
leaders.
No
It
is
stated
that
late interchange of deone true and living church.”
And not a few of Close Baptist churches
doubt, in the coming election, the party spatches between the British government
On the moral relations of all regenerated
are avowed open communionists.
persons to'God ' and to each other there leaders will use their old methods to and the State department shows that exClose Baptist recognition of Pedo-Bapcan hardly be a difference of opinion. ‘But, keep the people from deserting them. tradition between the two countries is a
tist preachers, societies, and religious servof consistency, does church If the Republicans or Democrats nomi- dead letter; that Winslow, and Gray, and
ices is manifestly an irregularity, since inmeanthe no name
more P Does it involve no tangi- nate mere party candidates, they will in- other Americans in England who are unthey regard Pedo-Baptists as being noasist that it is highly important that just der arrest there will be released, and that
baptizved,but hold that baptism is alitecedent ble organization, no authorized offices, no this one time the party should succeed. to all intents and purposes, the treaty of
to the exercise of ministerial and other system of government, no ordinances over The Republican journals will assure us 1842 may be considered as abrogated.
functions, no less than to the church rela- which it is to have supervision, and which that if the Democrats elect their President
What is to be the action of the two countion and to the supper. Close Baptists it is to sacredly perpetuate P
the
negroes
will
be
re-enslaved,
and
the
tries over this question is not yet known.
Such a proposition would have shocked the
invalidate other Baptist churches, but rewar
have
to
be
fought
over
again.
The
MEXICO.
ceive their preachers without re-ordination, Christian world at any time before the rise Democrats will say that if the RepubliGen. Diaz is sanguine of an early triof
modern
liberalism.
It
is
a
palpable
But does not invalidating a Shurch invalicontradiction to all church polity of cans are not defeated, there will be umph of the revolution in Mexico. In
‘date its ordinations P
more whiskey robberies, more Emma the meantime, news comes that the revoevangelical denominations,
If free communion writers object to the
Mine frauds, more Belknap briberies, lutionists at New Laredo have levied a
Why do Freewill Baptists demand bap- more District Safe burglaries, more
idea of allowable exceptions, I think we
forced loan on the American residents
endorse the position of our Close Baptist tism before membership? Why do they Freedman’s Bank rascalities.
there. The United States War Departbrethren, as some have very fraternally| demand the same conditions of memberThe important matter then is, in some
ment has ordered several vessels to the
advised us, still they may not wholly es- ‘ship, whether in a local church or in the way, to give the professional politicians Mexican coast for the protection of Amercape the uncomfortable thing. The book aggregate of all local churches P and why to understand that if one of their number ican interests.
called *‘ Guideto the Lord's Supper" asks would they do so if all men living wanted is nominated, or one who can be governA HOME RULE RIOT IN IRELAND,
no more of any one, before coming to the to join them? Manifestly, because they ed by them, his own party will defeat
London advices state that a serious dissupper, than the most recent regeneration, believe such to have been the polity of the him. Let them know that a large num- turbance occurred in the streets of Limbut argues the right, in order, of Pedo- apostolic churches and church as a whole. ber of leading men, capable of influenc- erick, Ireland, on Monday.
Messrs. Butt
Baptists to commune, * from the fact that Our writers quote Scripture in support of ing a large number have determin- and O'Shaughnessey, members of Parliapious Podo-Baptist assemblies are truly this polity. Every evangelical denomina- ed to organize a bolt in such a ment for the city, were to speak from the
Scriptural churches.” Here we
have tion aims to copy after the same apostolic case, on a scale sufficient to defeat base of O'Connell's

communion based on character alone, and

procession

tions and citizens moved througlt the
streets and avenues of our city with am
orderly tread, doing themselves and their
race much credit.
:
The gathering was a mixed crowd, madeup of whites: and blacks, and there wese -

stones, bludgeons

and

many Senators

and

Representatives, the

judges of the Supreme Court, foreign

dip-

lomats, and a large number of distinguished citizens.
Prof. John M. Langston, formerly” of «=~
Howard
University, presided; and’ ‘the President of the U. S. at the proper Hille a
unveiled the statue.
The likeness is very goed; and “faitly represents in enduring bronze the Gres
EMANCIPATOR of a subject race. . The model

was made in this-country by Thomas. Ball,
Esq., the sculptor; and finished in Florence,
Italy. It is a very.creditable.work of art.
The oration was-by Frederick Douglass,
and may be pronounced as a masterpiece. of
oratory; certainly nothing has ever fallen:
from the lips of this truly great man. .superior, if equal, to this production. : It presents a faithful portraiture of Mr. Lincoln,

and is a remarkably correct delineation and:
analysis of his life and character.
On looking upon the vast crowd there
assembled, and noting the fact that this is
the national capital where slavery aud the. slave pen were once found, and taking am
accurate survey of the countenances of the
distinguished men who sat on the platforms
and watched and listened to the dusky: .
orator, my mind was carried back to &period of more than thirty yearsago, when:
I first took Fred Douglass by the hand om
New England soil, then but recently out

of slavery by his own exertions.
. THR

SAFE BURGLARY.

During the time when the Board it Pub *lic Works ruled Supreme in Washington, an event occurred which has been discussed «/
in

the

country,

newspapers

kmown

im

all

parts

of the-

as the ‘‘ Safe Burglary.”

It occurred or is said to have happemed
in this wise:
While the investigation was.
proceeding, during the last Congress, into
the conduct of the Board in respect to its
contracts with different parties, Mr. Colum-EJ
bus, Alexander, one of the mémorialists,.
ap
serted that if the books and accounts .-ef =
Mr. John O. Evans, a contracter, could
be
seen, they would reveal an astonishing:
amount of fraud and corruption, which l
would lie at the door of the Board.
These books and papers were alleged to
be in the safe of Mr. Harringtom,.the ss- sistant attorney of the district. Some parties, it is said, contrived to involve Mx.

knives, who had previously taken possession of the monument, attacked the pro- Alexander in this theft, and
of unstained character,and not a partisan.
accordingly,i
But above all, and the most essential of cession. The Nationalists were overpow- pursuance of this plan; entered into sad
all, is to educate the community to know ered after a fight in which over 100 per- made a bargain with certain detectives to
authority, to preserve internal harmony.
that each citizen has a duty to the State sons were wounded, some severely. The -rob Harrington's safe, and take theroffom: .
Astonishing ! Supposing Freewill Baptists which he can not abandon without dis- police and military wére
under arms, but some books and papers——but’ not those bein the beginning had organized on the plan grace, Let the
longing to Mr, Evans—and to take these tos +
man who refuses to do abstained from interference.
of mixed membership, or had ignored his part in public affairs be regarded
Mr. Alexander's house about 10 o"
THE TURKISH PROVINCES.
as
at
baptism altogether.
Then *¢h
u
ny one who has abandoned the post of duty.
being admitted the
bundle
The news from the Turkish provinces night, and upou
was tobe left for Mr. A., and immediately =
within ” would have little or nothing to do Let children in our schools be taught
the continues of a warlike nature. Mukhtar detective was to follow
and selze the books. .
with baptism (immersion), and the
denom- elements of political “ethics, the laws of Pasha claims to have gained important and
papers, and arrest Alexander asthe +
ination would have been as ap
as public morality, the importance of good advantages over the insurgents during a burglar. The thing was clumsily done,and #
failed entirely in its purpose. Several par=now. Do our people subscribe to this government, the rights and duties of a series of six days’ engagements,
while
idea, that our church polity, so tenaciously citizen, the value and danger of parties, the revolutionists, on the other hand, de- ties have beer charged with belonging to
this band of conspirators, and all agree in
adhered to, is without Scripture ai
the virtue of patriotism, and the honor of clare that they have retrieved most of connecting Mr. Harrington, the a
i
is a bare assumption P
serving the State. Let politics cease to their ill-fortune, and are capable of with- and Messrs. Whitley and Nettleship, two
detectives, with the transaction, and now
Was it not originally, and is it nok sil, be a name ef reproach, and become a standing the assaults of their adversaries these
parties have been indicted, and the
be an independent

candidate presented,

the will of Christ that all his dacipieh im- badge of honor, Let the platform edu- in future engagements. It is reported Grand Jury of the District have found a
mediately on believing should be ba; od? cate the maturer minds to a riper knowl- from Paris that 7,000 Montenegrins join- bill against General Babcock, the President’s private secre
and now commis-e | edge of State affairs. Let the pulpit not ed the insurgents recently.
If his will Were dong, then oud 4
sloner of Public Buildings.
Praros.
|
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8. 8. Departmen [§

oh | site.

qualifications

and

native’ evangelists.
they may
heart. In

—

Ee

But

tha defects of charagter and condition of the people
it Js neither among, whom fhe gospel is (lo be preached

red ; with whose wise nor just to expect too much of this
3 Te: hus - Jelass of laborers, nor to make them the
‘of which are "all s2ape-goat for the sins of their teachers.
QUESTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE.
E rors have no doubt been committed by
meeting, we are glad to lay his ties and associations, social, educa~
view of Christ, WE
treatment due of the Ministi
tional and religious, and go out from »1l missionaries in the selection, training,
(For Questions see Lesson Papers.)
him, put away their antagonism, believe bef ore our readers.~ED.
in him, obey Ris-cgmmands, and declare | What, is the, duty of Freawilh Bap] “lithege into a communion. of entire Stian- paying and genéral management of na* "PHE POWER OF JESUS’ NAME.
gers, with’ whose history, methods and tive helpers; it could hardly have been
themgelves his disciples. (4) ‘‘ That your {ists ‘on the Communion Question?”
This Inquiry gets its significance just men he is wholly unacquainted. Nor otherwise, Still, in spite of all the blunsins may be blotted out ” is ath expression
wlecte 3 P26.
"borrowbd" from" {hie drcient ‘custom of |-notv from the:fact tliat theve has been for tat 411 befftiin ‘that ‘this wotlld, on ‘the «dering, it is matter for devout thanksgivSoLpN Taxes “4 There i noné' other Writing on’ tablets of wax. Thbii ‘sips,| several years in that portion of the Chris- whole, be the beést thibg even if the Were ling, that there is at the present time an
“Name. under heaven given’ among’ men Peter deblares, werd oh recotd against tian church ‘which is accustomed #o eall willing to "do it." ‘So’ long as they ‘can ‘influential and growing body of native
wit where
veh must be saved. fei 412, them; ‘but if ‘they repented and’ tutnéd to itself the, (Baptist r.chureh,” a: strong filid chrcheS 1 thet own body able and ministers, ‘who well deserve the confi|
dd
RURCAS RASRIEE
Chitist! the record ‘should
bé “obliterated. and growing foeling against the rigid Willing’to’ ‘Stistain’ them, T thean in the ‘dence, sympathy and support of the
The’
pet
for
writing
‘on’
wax
was made ‘practice : of lose communion which has advocacy of their views on this question, churches in: Europe and America,”
To
Notes and Hints. *
which Til quite likely tliat the truth ‘willbe enlarge and improve: this. cliss of indige|
fhit
at
one’entl
50
that
it
could
be'nsed to prevailed in that: denominatiogyand
"12. Nor HEALED §¥ he APosTL]
'by their ‘working Jous laborers to theigreatest:practical exerase what was written, “Every an ‘Has thas for many:years been: held by the ma- mote eWectawily helped
“And 'when' Péter saw it, he answe
a
redord of sins before God, graven "with jority of its leaders,iff this: country;to:be 'whéré'théy ‘are than by théir coming fo ds. Ava would, therefore, seem to be: the true
inte” ‘thé ‘people,’ ye men of Lerael, ‘why
and con- motonly a distingtive doctrive, but onemec- “Tet ais give (Nem words of chéeér and|. missionary policy.
LA
aid
marvel ye at ‘this? or’ why look ye so a ‘pen-of irbil, bat by repentance
-essary te its integrity sas a'denomiwation. sympa‘'by, cuitivate friendly relations
‘tarnestly on us, 4s ‘though by our own ‘version these sins'niay be blotted dut.'(5)
"The
want'of
4
'kigher
‘degiée
of zeal
Some have ravried this opinion: 180 far us ‘With them, and’ prove ourselves to be
power or holiness we had made {hts man The ‘reading of "the “Hist’ clause ‘of this
and coergy 1" the Work, of “a mote 'selfto.
:hold:
hab:
apart;
from’
the
:
waintegéncroud in" oft Symputhies’ and catholic
to walk.” tis &n honest and loyal disci- ‘verde Is miore dfteraily rendered: ike
nance; and defense. .of! this: doefrine and ‘in‘otir'belief: If ady of them fel drawn |) satrificing, “benevolent “spivit is” comple’ who hefe’speliks. - He disclaims. ‘ap- Forder that’ the’ tindes’ of refreshing’ may
‘plaitied of, and “hot Without’ ‘sine’ odd
its consequences,
-dhere
is -almostino
re- |.
‘thorship of thé act which ‘the people |at Feofre froin the préderce of fhe Lord.” reason for their: Uitte as a separate “toward us by ‘some Taw"Of selection,
Teasén; too. But,’ when “and by" whit
“velve them ‘cordially! help “thed to ‘find Weds are (hese dbfosts’ to~be réthedied ?
tribute to'him." Thus shotid’ ‘all _sucgess- "Thess f1ties," “some think, denote’ the body of Christians,"
is,
but
faic
to
topngenidl fie’dsiof labor! among us, “in“Hut Wwdrkeis for Jesus do. ‘God giveth {he ‘pelich; joy and 'stréngth that conde to the say thats
afl ‘cofiFare
hy “exceptional ‘troduced them to éur ehirehes, ind éxer- “Certainly, not’ by withlivlding
'forgivelr sinners othérs” think’ {hey dre
“{ficrense.”
‘dénde; and attemptifd t6 compel
men to
rip
‘cise: saeh Hrepitathy. as Sia hake! them
‘switd
“ere
théfy
are
allowed
to’
touch
wa.
ion 13-16. HEALED BY THE CRUSHED J be {i miod™ donniécled witli the’ second ad- 4 wily = tod pa
i
SH of close ‘feel
ut home,
wi:
A
yes,
il “The GGod of, Ababa, pnd, of vent, whieh “those who have pr believed, ‘dohintiffion “here has’ been for “some |. So mueh we ought to do. in ‘justice to ‘ter. A tore Just hd discriminating,
Hive "eterndY Pest.’
Jae, an of Jacob,
acob, hath glorified h als Son | hil
|
‘Years a’ strong Féefing’ amiong’ many of ourselves” and to those holding “liberal ‘generous "policy néeds to be pursued in
90, 217“ Jesus 18 TO RETURN, to a
‘relation {6 our native co-workers. If Th-
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Jesus,” (1), The
Th apostle speaks, of the
the Yaity'atid not a” few "of ‘the ministers. Ividws ii the ‘other body. History 1$'with
“patriarchs in order to connect Jesus with| he shatf“send Jekus Christ whith*before This feeling bas begun to come to the| U8 reason is‘ with us (he Bib'e is with
‘them in the diving regard, and fo shaw was "'preitétied ‘ito’ Tou: Whom’ the[2'Wrfadd; to break out herd and "{hrere, us, "We ave’al’ oné with all these.
‘heavetis must ‘recbivs’ until” the’ times of|.

"that Jesus, though, rejected. by the, Jews,

‘was honored by. the God of their fathers.

Real

Hath|S
pio- be smothered, sometimes like” “strats
“of bait walter *‘which, al

# « glorified” here means, ‘“ hon-

TR
contrast with. the evi-

‘God-guve of his character. (2)

r charges |home

on them -the murder

ps dy “whom they delivered up, and
iy hith in’ the |presence ‘of Pilate when
he nvus detertiined to’ let* him go.”

position, and the facts of Baptist history
‘before thé world, ‘so far ad we can have
acces to ils’ eyes'and éard; by tongue and

God

‘than we'haveé beer dséd"to do Yhe ‘Yufh

‘we hold as froth God ; préseitingitt stich
‘ways and with such &’ Spit ‘#s ‘shall 'com,
|
mend ‘it and ute’ the Kindly regird of
heaven, and .Whom his , hearers ponals
»d
‘those whe ta
‘with'us,
‘patu
nguire or to know .w
ght. bf prachparty | “The “signs‘of the tities elearly indicate
the Chi ho did ay a, Phe 1s too
3 fey voto beAad , laughed at, or the coming of uw duy whiew the policy snd

“gehibe’of ‘death roti Pilate when “he had | working

e a

of the vegulaly
agents,
natural

4s

sie“

character, Jea

g miky

d, they

do dir i, a irl
dégided lo" Teldkse' J dss.” They were tion *
ect; ‘desire, for Pelor [12
“hore gaity ‘thin’ (he Jagan,
3), The |b le. [gt re
irao hth he,Tod
would 1DOL DOW 1 ade fo. loragn bn id go- ‘comfort an
tet f Jesus,” fn’ "opposition, to, the | WO
d efficiency,

‘tively abandoned; atleast as a
:
e [item in: the:creed of Baptist churches;
when no. man or chureh shall: suffer: pho-

fe.

‘scription. because of his belief or practice
X
Some’, a the :0m this question; when it will be possible,
_ablest of Pon men prefer to remain with in:many localities; for all: Baptists to unite

voice

and a vote

paid

native missionary

This" would seem to
and
legitimate right

be
of

the
the

churches, and one which could be exercised by them to great advantage. Mutual

4 :

sympathy and co-operation would be promoted theréby.,

Preachers would be more

led to feel that they were of and belonged

to the brotherhood, than when appointed
by the miésionary wholly independent of
the wishes of the chureh. On the other

hand, churches might be éxpected'fo be
more forward to aid in sustaining, by
their prayers, alms and general (c0“0pera"tion, evangelists of their own election,
edhe

routual - co-operation

Warm

commendation expressed in the epistle of
disciple written to Wig '« Well
the
beloved Gaiue,is-indeed a beautiful example of what shiduld be the feelings and
the bearing of the missionary towards the
members of the hbife; «churches. Thus,

“Beloved, thou -doest’ faithfully whatso.

ever

thou

doest >to: the

brethren and o

strangers, Which, | baye ,boroe witn

thy charity,

thou bribe

Yo

on thefr’ ntney. After a

divisto’'be evingélized at'all, it mastbe

‘doe largely by native: evangelists. ' The

shalt fo
do ell

%

ort, thou

sé tha or his wanie’s

thousands ‘and tons of thousands of ‘teach- sake the frevgatt forth, taking’ voting of
the Gentiles. -We ought therefore to receive such, THAT WE. MIGHT
HELPERS OF THE TRUTH.”

Christ crucified to the idolatrons' milliotis

of this cotmtry; must come from the rarks

BE, FELLOW

THE PASTOR'S ASSISTANT, |

“Stafices, “our native brethren have given

IN

abandaiit ‘proof of their ‘ability to ‘become
efficient propagators of the faith,
=
|.
*'Weé have often thought that {06 munch

16.

| wis’ hatte of the terms “Home” “and
“Foreign” in relation to the Missionary
entérpri¥é.’
“The field is the world, » and,
‘bullied fito silence, and {00 important in practice rof«Close: Communion will be en-

raimion la i oes

2.3

have a

in the selection and general management

of the native church ; and ‘it is very en“pen advocate more” ily aod fiéqhently
Goraginy to kirow’ this] in numerous in-

for you.” Insteadof ‘restitution réad|:
“ restoration,” =(1) The; apostle declares ae
another, coming of Jesus who. was iu

“lonoved his serviint, Jesus’; they: Histon of Israel,
vored, tNe§ slew Hit, ‘they threeld ities sen- is to be

churches should

‘Someties ke petit-up fite§ “that ith not | “Chiefly, T think, we ‘ought to keep our
ers-and preachers neededto make known

‘véstitation’ of all things’ “which God

‘Spoken by the mouth “of ‘dll "Ki holy
‘phets
since the world ’ began.” “The|.
“ored, » and refers to the honar given to |
Foss by all the mighty’ ‘works of bis’ life. proper’ reading "is, ‘Zand that be ‘Thay |,
“The object of Peter is to put their treat- ‘setid' forth Jesus Christ ‘before appotutéd |.k

; ‘The ‘word

that nome,on whom has been hid the
burden of Souls, need be idle,
‘And’ Hoally, we believe the native

\
g
a
[The following essay, reud wo Rav, G. C.' identified, in the A
Waterman
gover, at the March session
wy

DELIBERATIVE vovins.
:
ned...
.
MOTIONS.
mre
Secondary motions relate to the
Sota mnths esi tod a. did

SE:

hey Sake piuceiene

jeld ta ide- er

In the ao providetice of God, the ends
of thé edrth hav, for ok i practical,
, "Been broil
What,

sy
¥

To lle pi

are

x

The Previous
}
PostponeTh.
lo
:

er, is is great dist hy to’3 ‘mhde
betwest” hoth¥ Ri
reigi " ehrb
es ®

Pottpans Tdetn aly;
Are" not” alt ‘féllow-helpers ‘in the ofie | * Commi;
<9. rogu: oom
Amend.
-in maintaining the institutions and ‘ordi- great enterprise, inasmuch as all are folthem,
t
One secondary motion cga not
be disthe Towers of ond Lord Jesus Christ, and have
whole .nances of the:Gospel;in the support-of
goned
shi
Sop
Ao
oS
oie,
i
peace sh
hrevail. Lh h| $rotherhood from Vie by
‘one
and
the
sam
object
in
view?
And,
sinjess. Jesus. (4). He | oyorde
of this benevolent enterprises of the church and
: is a contrast: they, killed. she | Pm
b
AD et
A pigture, of “on oppressive “dogma, fog PY oy
ioarvying
forward the'interests of Christ's if one’ portion of the: ‘chtreh” ‘cin ‘Better | : fh od
Here
Fringe of life,’ —more correctly ** the au- period. [i 11; J. %3 : 1—8.
0anse :Among-men
dM that: time does ‘and with’ fad greater” EeoHOM Pra af
thas the Teaven of truth “Which they B
The rhs
hiafdier
of Barrabas, Peter so pais that |Koma themes o f thopg
al Tecognized
cqntcast ; then he. de- had spoken, of the golden
of Messiah's ther churches, w here
sustain,
Y.-shose, the. murderer Hn | reigo, of Wy kia op
‘and work for oe Tea
ration a the-

Fe need to recall what Jesus said
§
of Jobn : will ‘in due ‘time permeate the oul fe [reomesin.our day, let it never:be-said- that “wupplyof labdrérd, who, oF'w
povi | mtons
ne
a Sr and said, Elias|of the TUNE
BF, Sr
ic
nie
“0
we
have-failed:
through
negligence,
timidmass, and Dring ° about, such a deg ee of
ait. S52 “come, ‘and’ restore ‘all
all” hive 4 duty-fo|.
rithe apostles ~were witnesses): Thus he |
ity, on. ixresolution 10 «holdy the-place to the'ottrer? + Eavhiand
toleration,”
as
‘Wilf
dliow
‘etry
man
And
yi fs op The Jews’ experform,
and
edoh
supplies’
thy which his |made: clear the magnitude: of their’ offérice.
d"p actice which; all Baptist: history,as well as.our memswill enable him to do,
rémain 48 4'mi ghty ler every chugeli * to, belie)
Perhaps some of these niet Had Teard'the | Pp cle
=:
-owa., uniform, belief and. practice, entitles
hea 847 "Pefer SHids th What 10 him or" it the tS ati
upreviows: sermol’ of Peter.’ EE rad very| On.
‘out the ear, of proscription Joor Soiled us; that we may occupy. that positionylet|”“The midans to be made use oftoi proi
a
"Afver i
od, ER in anew light. The Yeavehs
jus be firm .in- tha .advoeacy.of. the:truth, vidiog the much needed native agency|.
hor. of life, =rbut God: raised: him: from

Abe death they. inflictedy:a: fact of whieh | Apd_

“must rec tive
JHATRII

Jédul’ der fhe’ phophetes 3|1;

6 mit
viftg ofthe Spiftt, it ch
¥
has
hs heepoliion
of 3% donnomination.
1thus 6| of he Eftedis of ‘his reigh’ hitve beet’ An- exer
pi m, and
“dof
Sida wit by Ble poi
a
n
pe
anestion,
thin
“u a ply reur sweret -®) The ’ sécorid "34dvent™ myst receiv glat the SRthose, Yho, had notof
apd |“ait wii that period.” The Trohe" of
rn

p

oI

of thi

W

ap

een baptized, “did “not: come ander dis[Jesus is n High: ‘The Sie of 1
Seed
"cussion
for, sothe. years, after the |farmaRo “that seat of power
|
‘and 1 glory
he, CHES, 18. :
£0, be 1‘Teig 0,ipto
tion of the first churches, but. when it. did
all
the
earth.
Eviden(y
t
be
day
|:
i ‘the mighty working of that Saviour
| &
,arise, it was promptly decided An. fayor
fro they had slain. Thus explained, it ofoe Ilo; return, if this passage be conAa
entsi. Christianfg And not
prov the truth of the apostle that Jesus sidered, can not be saidto be near.
22-26.
THE,
'PROPH
_OF
THOSE
|:
Jas the Messiah of God. ,, It also proved },
that Jesus

was

not only alive, but was

through

faith “in ‘his name.”

* This new covenant of God with men. Deut. 18:

vmethod of speaking’ grew out of the rev- | 1519,

(2)-Samuel is supposed fo. allude

what constitutes the proper qualification
for tightly observing this ordinance.
"So much in regard to our history on this

téqtiires a passing wotice; for,

™

after all

—

awake to the responsibilities of the hous; ‘that has been #aid in relation to missiona- |.

alert and diligent in the Master's business, ‘ies having too fréely employed their con-bolding
the truth.in loyeand!* with malice Vefts a Predchers, we are strongly of the y Qyedionhi
toward none, and. chayity, toward all,” “opinion that there 18 Still a demadd for
preach, everywhere -and always the.fall ‘special means 10 bé used with ‘a view to
the ‘number of native Evange- re
communien intreAse
: [8gospe) of -soulliberty and the
Tiss. And to'begit'; "We Would hive efo saints as taught in the Word
God.
ory missionary churéh and, in fact] ev- may
PO

TY

FUT

OT

haber

4

»

“raovexTs oN MISSION POLIOY.

DAYS, . Moses, Sampel and all the Proph-\

still able. to affeet men, to .hesl
the Sick, gts from Samuel foretold those. ‘days in
-make the lame to walk, open the eyes of which ‘Peter, Was, preaching _ the ads
‘practice’ as to ing ‘those not mem«she blind, forgive sins, and to:save the news. of the Messiah, (1). Moses, ‘had. debers of churches,—but i
believe
there
‘soul... * His name through’ faith”
in: his clared that the, Messiah should be- like him- has been 'no difference of opinion, as fo
-name," is a Jewish style of saying ** that self; that is, in respact to, inangprating a

<he,

Steadfast in the practicsof gospel-usages;

gxi

1. First, as to the obligation to publish:the gospel at all, where and on ‘Whom
does it rest? ‘Little need be ‘said on ‘this
point, as, happily, a good degree of uniformity is believed to" prevail here. = ‘The
command to go and disciple all the na-

:

’

Li of. a

Fola Paps,

tap

by ghe

on Fei bate

the Ask Fit oot ‘nét
n
‘relate to deéry othe church, become ftself*a’ mission- os:
orSe ‘previous: question is vot

dry sotiety. ’ Ponveits shodld Ve instracted and eteouraged from the first, no! on-

BY BEY, J.0.3PHILLIPS,

daa i

ne

amepdment {0 ap amend-

a Jog ‘also debatable, but the qther iaciuestions are not.
“Ty to pray and give, bat also to speak for| dental gue
“An objection to thé “consideration of a
their Lord and Maistér, ‘and tell what
or the reading of &
papér, must
igreat things he has done for their sons. ‘question,
be made at the time.it is offered, if: at all.
Surely those who have passed from death The suspension of the Rules requires a
‘into life, from pagan darkness ‘into the ‘two-thirds vote.
light and liberty of the ‘gospel, may at | 18. Privileged motions, on account
least be expected to say as much as did of their ‘importance, faké precedence of
thé blind mad, whom our Saviour healed, all other questions; and are never debatable, except the one on the time of adviz, “One thing 1 kriow, that whereas I Jjournment, when no other question . is
was blind
wow 1
see.”
pending. They are as follows, and are
‘We think very highly of the éourse pur- arranged according to their order of” pre:
sued by the Methodists; and ‘a “few other cédence:
+ To fix the Time of Adjournment ;
sects,of encouraging
and ‘utilizing, as far
Adjourn ;

to the Messiah. in one passage. 2 Sam. 7:
question. What now, in view of the de- tions must be so understood, ds, in some
Compare Fx. 8:18,14." That the heal- 16. -The later prophets, as a whole, pre- velopment of ‘correct belief and practice form, to : impose an obligation on the
ing was not a deception, Péter shows by dicted the advent and reign of the Mes- in the Close Commusion Baptist body, is whole household of :faith ; not ‘only -colBeelaring that they all kuew the man who siah in passages too numerous to be quotour duty? Certainly,
to do .all we lectively;as in our church capacity, but
ed. (3) Thus. Peter, with great power, bave been doing; hold fast 10° the faith on each and every individual believer in
perfect "i soundness iin declared to them that they were ‘children
Ahelord Jesus Christ.
the presence of them All” Thas Peter of the prophets” and covenant of God. delivered: to the fathers’ and by them 2 This point settled, the question. at
preached
to
the
churches
and
the
world;
"wound anothér Bil, of truth’ around, their They. now: inherited all the. good containthe talents of all the mem- 2 fidlutn; of Rights and Privileges;
once arises, how:is: each and every dis- as practicable,
‘reason and conscience, and. drew them to | ed in the predictions and in the covenant|. continue to practice true Chistian cora- ciple of the Lord Jesus. to bring his or ‘bership,
‘he it 4s exhoriers, class-leaders, | Call for the Or ers of the Day.
munion.
“So
far
all
will
agree.
ve
“the conclusion.
Jesus was falied in with Abraham on whieh - they set 50. igh, :
local preachersor simply as laymen, who
But do not, the citcumstarices already her influence to hear an this. great. enterheaven. at, the right hand of God,
an estimate. (4), Therefore first?”to ‘mentioned § impose upon ds additional, du- prise, the : conversion. of the. world? havexreceived grace to be faituful unto
A PARAGRAPH 20R EACH DAY...
erenceof the Jews for thé namie Jehovah.

nak; 18. PROPHECY Cowirmary: For them Gad had sent Jesus *‘ to bless them ties and zespopeipiiies yh at can
do
TRIRLED. * And mow, brethren, I! wot'that | in turning away. .eyery one,of them from
* first,”
m,
Jesus |!
: through 'ignotatice 'yé did it, ‘ds did ‘also bis. inignities:” To. the
ragtice on
is question?
yt rales: (1)"He'calls them “bréth- came because of their relationt0.the coy- frequently than’ We, have, tot
ito 0
iret as We Should
8 “+ fellot Citizens.” enant with Abraham. The blessing of, ‘on’ this Subject, “Present ‘clear 15...
[Christ
gongists
in
his
healing.
men
of
their
A conéilitory,
not & dentinciatsry’, address
“Bible basis © on “Which oyr'pefief xests,
- wins hearts!” “Peter Jost chargé them sins, Thet is the: Way.. the. peace and ‘and {pe arguments hy| Which it| uals

to help (he

-with a crime. that was=awful"in

its guilt;

. few. he . shows what ,conld be spid id exAepuation-of the grime: Jaiputting Jesus

| gladyess of the Messiah's reign comes,to |,ed;
any soul, and to. all the earth,

5, ron

yr Remember.that, we livein days foretold

progesssof Jot lil Co

‘show the faLacles
|

contrary whi;

‘unchristizn fibers
410 death, they. knew, not-whas. they: did ; by the prophets; that, we are heirs to. the

wacted undera misapprehensiony regarded RD Kp

ner ing

th e Soain tencies, 4
J

0.8

it: le

Lhe, Sav-|, Do this in such a i and in such aa lemsuch aad
per tas“ not fo’ “vionire”AN very” spirit of

fade. to. Abraham,

egun his r eign on,
Jesns-ag a. false Messiahiy (2) Prophets|
‘toleration for which 'w
vhad: foreseen their crime, predicted” the id bas be ng Ld t ngs. “Beware Jest,
sufferingsof Jesus, add ‘their prediétions
rwere thus fulfilled.

ad. *Proclaim
not hearing that prophet, we,he | cut off "forty, cledrly, Tradkly oour “docirine and tlthe
‘Feson for fi faith that | is in’ us.

That Chfist should 20d desiroyed, . Ben

aaniving

TORI

“Girclale, "80 far AS we ‘cn, Tracts, _pa-

of ' the
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peace,

by faliness wi

the community as that the church has been

above,

scandalized, would
yon recommend a
course of discipline
before commencing
speciul meetings P
Mr, Moody: I should say certainly, I
should go to the 18th chapter of Matthew,
and see what we are Jeb ht to do there;
and. if these men would
not repent, |
would turn them out of the chnrch, and

QO everlasting Rest

Lift off life’s luad of care. -

Relieve, revive this burdened breast,
And every sorrow bear.
Thou art in heaven our all,
Our all on earth ary Thou;
Upon ay Hlongus ui
we call,
Lord

Jesus,

L

88

.

is

iL

then commence to work. [ would rather
‘have ten members right with God than to

goeth not forth but by prayer and fasting.
Or is it otherwise; something

not

so

much sent 3s chosen ; something learned

It seems that the memory of this wom-

when you had no need to learn it; that
became by reason of indulgence and repetition a habit, which a litlle while ago
was not a habit? How does this consideration enhance the misery and add pun-

an, like that of her renowned husband,
is likely fo be kept alive to the end of
time. Sheis said to to have possessed a

very irritable temper, and her name

"hh

has

PS FEF SO °F

«f

have a gréat church of five hundred memINFLUENCE OF THE BIBLE.
bers and the world laughing at them.
It
was
a noble and beautiful answer,
good qualities,
MR. MOODY'S REPLIES.
Q. If the world has got in and is strong- that of Queen Victoria, the monarch of a discovered in her many
J| and have attributed her failings more to
At the recent convention of Christian er than the church, what ?
free people, reigning more by love than physical infirmities than to moral - obliquiMr. Moody : Then 1 would organize an- law, that she gave to the African prince
workers, held in vonmegtion with the
ty. The party most intimately acquainted
Hippodrome meetings in New York, Mr. other church. [Langhter.] The mistake who sent an embassage with costly pres- with her, and therefore best able to form a’
Moody gave ihe delegates an opportunity in all thig is in taking unconverted people ents, and asked her in return to tell him correct op‘nion, gives her, credit fox many
into the church. . We have got to be more the secret of ‘England's glory. The bedomestic virtues. Itis now well k
to ask him questions. His replies are so careful.
:
i
loved queen sent him, not the number of that many of the diseases to which. womapt that we think they will prove no less
Q. Suppose there are execitements in her fleet, not the number of her armies, en
are subject, have a direct tendency to
grofitable than interesting to the reader. the church that seem to draw the. atten- not the account of her boundless merchanrenderghem
irritable, peevish, cross, moSome of the replies, especially those on tion of the church away from higherthings dise, not the details of her inexhaustible rose, unreasonable, so that they chafe and
—politics,for
instance
?
wealth.
Sher
3d
not,
like
Hezekiah,
in
prayér meetings, baye been criticised as
fret over all ‘those little ills and annoy. Moody : I don't know much abouit an evil hou
show the ambassador her
more applicable to ity ehurches, but that politics,
The political guestion might in- diamonds, her jewels, and her ornaments, ances that a person in health would bear
they are all suggestive, no one denies. terest the world, and you could
go right but handing him a beautifully-bound copy with composure. It is fair to infer that
This week we givethe questionsand replies on without being
interrupted;
but the of'the Bible, the suid: “Tell the prince most.of the tantrams of Xantippe were
politics that thisis the secret of England's’ great- due to these causes alone; and could Socon ‘church life and work in general. In thing that I we more than T do
rates, a8 he returned from the Senate,
is.
these
miserable
church
fairs.
ugh- ness.”
the next number‘of the Star, those relatthe Gymnasium, or the Atheneum have
ter.] That is the thing that bothers me
ln our own beloved land, the secret of
ing to the prayer meeting will appear:
most. More meetings have been broken our national greatness may be traced to slopped at Pestle & Mortar's Drag Store
and carried home a bottle of Dr.
Pierce's
Q. Would you start a meeting when up and the interest dissipated by these the influence of this blessed, this God- Favorite
Prescription, now and then, no
there is no
special
interest in the bazars and church festivals than by your given book. It is said-that the first liber- doubt he might have evaded many a *¢ curpolitical meetings. .
churches?
sla
lau
aly
a
ty pole ever-eréoted in- America was erect- tain lecture,” allayed many a ** domestic
Q. How far is it wise to encoura
Mr. Moody: Certsinly, I would,
A
ed bythe people ot Massachusetts, and broil,” made it much pleasanter for the
many are folding their arms and young converts to labor with inquirers in that they surrounded it with an immense children, and more enjoyable for himself,
saying: ‘Wait uztil the good time comes the inquiry Jeeagug?
pile of Bibles. No wonder that the people
Mr.
Moody : I always encourage them. of that grand old State have always been and rescued his wife’s name from the unto favor Zion.” The point is to make the
enviable, world-wide, and eternal notorietime come any way. Go to work. I believe a man who has been a great the champions of hberty.
ty it has attained.
Thousands of women
bave got no calendarin heaven. drunkard, for instance, and beén reclaimThe act ol Congress in 1777, providing bless the day on which Dr. Pierce’s Favored,
is
just
the
man
to
go
to
work
among
God
can work one ‘month as wellas anfor the importation of Bibles, evidently ite Prescription was first made known to
other, and he is always ready when we his class,
has had much to’ do with our national
are ready.
Q. How would you use the boys and greatness. The iufluence of the Bible on them. A single bottle often gives delicate
and suffering women more relief than
Q. Would you increase the number of girls?
men's hearts and lives more folly displays
Mr. Moody: You have to use a good | the power of the Bible. The sceds of months of treatment from their tamily
meetings
as the interest increases ?
physicians. In all those derangements
Mr. Moody : It
depends upon how many deal of discretion about children. 1 will truth may spring up long after. being eausing
backache, dragging-dowa sen sameetings
I bave
bad. If I had as many admit there is greal danger in having: sown.— Christian Record.
tions, ner vous and general debility, it is
as I could attend, I would not increase children take an active part, for some
ES
-d
rot
a sovereign remedy. Its soothing and
people are sure (0 say: * Don't that boy
them ; but I would if I could.
healing properties render it of the utmost
WHAT IS REPENTANCE ?
And up comes spiritual
, Suppose the minister is interested, speak well?”
value to ladies suffering from internal
Is it a certain state of feeling into which
and there is no special feeling among the pride, and you have ruined that boy.

ple.

Would yon call ini outside

help?

Would you commence the effortby calling
in at once outside help?
Mr. Moody ; That is a very important
question. If I were a minister in a community or a church, and could not
get
more than one or two to sympathize with
me, I would just get them around to my
study, and we would pray, and go fort!
in the name of the Lord and say: *‘ We
are going to have a meeting.” And there
will be an interest break out. Three men
can move any town. If you are going to
wait until the whole church gets aroused,
you will have to wait for a long time.

Get as many as you can, and God will
stand by you.
. Suppose the congregation is alive
and the’ minister is dead ?
Mr. Moody : Then let the congregation
go on without the minister.” [Laughter]
Q. Suppose the minister won't permit

them?

:

Mr, Moody : He can’t prevent it. A man
that wants to work for God can do so,
and nobody can stop him.
Q. Suppose there is a difficulty in the
church which can not be removed?
Mr. Moody : I don’t know of any difficulties that God can not remeve. The
trouble is, we are trying to remove these
difficulties ourselves, instead of going to
God graye.
Q.

Why was it the

Lord

Jesus

could

not do anything at Nazareth ?
Mr. Moody : On account of their unbe-

lief. But that was the world not the
church. ' [Laughter.]
Q. Is it best to put a test question in a
church, asking those who are anxious for
their souls to arise, or rather go to another

room?

Mr. Moody : I think so.

If any man is

going to be saved, he is going to take up
is cross; and if it is a cross, I would like
to ask him to do it. What you want is to
get them to do something they don’t want
to do, and it is a great cross generally for
people to rise for prayer; but in the ver

act of doing it they are very often blessed.
Tt is letting their friends
know that they
are interested and are on the Lord's side,

1 have found in the last three years that it

has been a great help tous, In fact, I
don’t think I should attempt to have meetings without the inquiry-room. People
are sometimes impressed
under the ser-

mon; but what you want is to deal with
them personally, Here and there one is

converted under the sermon; but for every one converted under the sermon hundreds are converted in the inquiry-room.
Q. Suppose the pastor and a small portion of his congregation desire to have a
meeting, and the trostees refuge to open
the doors P
©

Q. Is aman justified in neglecting sery-

ice at his own church in order to talk to
those who will not attend church?
Mr. Moody: My experience has been
that the man that has got the spirit to go

out after other men, will bring a good

many into the church. He ‘don’t -meglect
it.
He is worth about a dozen men who
go and take good cushioned seats Sunday
after Sunday and don’t speak to any one.
Q.

When

a man

feels

that

he

wust

preach the gospel, and the church doesn't
want to hear it, must he go out?
Mr. Moody: A great many have got
the idea that they can preach the gospel,
when they can

not.

And

some have got

the idea that they can not preach the gospel, and they can, to a certain

class;

and

then they are just the ones to speak in that
church. Now, I have tried that. When
I was first converted I thought I must talk
to them about Christ. But I saw they did
not like it; and Roally they came and told
‘me I could serve the ord better by keeping still.

Then I went out into the street,

and God blessed me, and I got to
ing before I knew it.

preach-

we are to work

ourselves

Surely not.

we be-

LEANING ON CHRIST.
A dear old Caristian once said

LING, not so much
{o

me,

“1 want to notice that word leaning on
the arm of the Beloved. You give up
your arm to a lady to take her into the
drawing-rcom, and she just Touches your
arm. Bat vou go a long walk into the
country with your wife; she is weary,
arm, and she

puts

in her hand and Disses on you with all her

1. Moody : I should say it is a compli-

does not lean with all his weight ; bul the
real Christian feels his own weakness and

cated point, and we will leave it.

eare about
preaching,

my

wife

going

I don’t

around

and

weight.

Now,

to me just the difference’ between the
formalist and the real Christian. The
formalist

his: own

through

touches

the ~arm

of Jesus,

he

weariness, and so as he goes

the

wilderness

he leans on the

The only place of meeting between God
and the sinner is the cross of Jesus. The strength in him."—Rev. W. Hay Aitken.
only place where God can receive an offering that shall be acceptable in his sight
God does not graduate his love by our
is the place where the sinner recognizes
the atonement, and trusts upon that atone- moods, but rather by our conditions, and
ment alone. Oh, it is because of that our wants recommend us most urgently
atonement that you and I have any hope to him. The child can not understand
about us at all, It is because of that why pain should come to its little hody,
atonement that sdints in all ages—some nor can the mother, even, explain it, but
before Christ, looking forward
to it in over it, in its suflering, the mother leans
faith—multitndes since Clirist, looking yearningly and pityingly, and the sight of
back upon it in faith—have beén- able to the dear face is a help to the sufferer.
‘“ rejoice in Christ Jesus, and to* have no And so we conceive, over all sick souls,
confidence in the flesh.” God always sees over all bereaved hearts, over all distractthe blood. Under the Christian dispensa- ed minds, the Face bends pityingly, lovtion it is impossible for you to come ingly ; and this thought has given comfort
wrongly tothe altar, because God always to us many times, and may, peradventure,
sees the blood.
He sees the blood, and help you.— Golden Rule.
the tears of the Magdalen are dried. He
We fail to see the fitness of the convensees the blood, and Simon is triumphant
Satan's

Siag

time,

and

walks

the

tionality that restricts the conduct of fu-

yielding seu with faith unfailing. He sees neral services to ministers. Undoubtedly
the blood, and Paul triumphs in the re- it is every way wiser and better that minfiner's fire, and bears the thorn of flesh isters should perform the office where it is
without murmuring, and feels that his possible; but we know of no reason why
keenest agony i8 his best earnest of heaven. a layman should not serve, on occasions.
Mr. Moody: Well, I should pray for the He sees the blood, and John wrapped With a pastor away, we do not see why,
trustees.
In the first place,the church has round as with an asbetos garment, comes in many fan:ilies, the voice of a lay broth
made a mistake - in electing unconverted out the boiling oil unhurt and glad.
He er of the church, known, trusted and bemen as trustees. We want Christian men sees the blood, and the martyr Stephen loved, might not be quiteas edifying and
to hold office in the church. Men some- breaks away from his murderers to pillow. acceptable at the burial of the dead, as
time¢ are put in as trustees that haven't his bleeding head upon his Lord’s breast. that of the comparatively strange pastor
any character at all, and they regulate He sees the ‘blood, and the dying vhief of another church. Let it never be foryour choir, and very often your minister ; from the jaws of enfolding damnation gotien that the ministry is not a priest

andif a minister touchés thelr consciences
and preaches right at them, they get annoyed and send him away.

« In a community where

:

there is an

interesting revival very many families
have not been reached—do not attend

church anywhere.

What would you have

laymen try to do?
tr. Moody: 1 would

have

the whole

town distrieted” off, and every family visited. "I think that auld be dha, alii
Q. Do'you advocate anxious seats

leaps up to a harp and a crown.

God

sees the blood, and the sigh of the thought-

ful and of the contrite is registered, and

the prayer of the

the

but every locality, East, West

and South,

will be fully represented.
Editorial

assistance

is

now

>.

We offer the following inducements to
our patrons:
Any subscriber to the Morning Star,
who will furnish the name of a NEW ONE,
can have the two copies of the paper for

pesitent is heard, and

painstaking endeavor is recorded, and

the faith is connted for righteousness, and
the struggle after purity is marked, and
the affliction 2 Bedi ed, and thereis
light at eventide; ‘and death, the last

ood, In apy case, is there not room for
a little mare freedom and flexibility in our

funeral customs P
A

good

Quaker,
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popular new juvenile magaZINE) eovvssescraresssasacessy $4.00
and
Harper’s Magazine,

Bazar or ‘ Weekly....
and ‘“Arthur’s Home Mag=
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and “Scribner’s Monthly?”
and ‘New England Far=
MET;?? vecesnsessssrssnsoanse
and ¢‘Smith’s Bible Dic=
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4.50
5.70
4.75

eeescirercescnens

4.60

and ¢¢ Life and Epistle of
Paul?iecceceervsesscnenss

4.060

tiORArY?

Will

not pastors, and all interested in

Christian work, exert themselves in extending the circulation of the Morning
Star? It.is a helper that can not well be

dispensed with,and we appeal to you, servants of the Master, to introduce the paper wherever it is not taken,
:
Let

us all make one grand rally at the

opening of the semi-centenvial volume,
and induce every Freewill Baptist to take
the Star,

In doing so, we

shall benefit

the subscriber more than any other pereighty-five years

age, whom no one had

of

ever heard speak

a cross word, was usked by a young man
how he had been able, through the
#rigls

and perplexities of a

long life, to

kekp

son.

And we maycommend

it with con-

fidence to all, as ‘a paper. that is liberal
and progressive, alive
work.
VIE

to

every

good

and the trumpet always so pleasant... He replied :** If ybu
We shall aim (0 have correspondence
opens and the never dllow: your voice:to ‘rife, you
will
angels’ welconte, and eternity unfolds not be likely everto get very angry.” +
fresh and timely. This will include letenemy, is: destroyed,
sou

8, and the graves
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Pays

Register

ranged in their appropriate Quarterly

hnd’ Sify:

ministers and their post-office addresses;officens -

of our benevolent societies, an account of eux.

literary institutions, obituaries of deceased min.
fsters &c., &c. Price, 10 cents a copy; 95 8.
dozen; $7a hundred.

Postage,2 ceats per copy.!

The Psalmody
is the demominational Hymn
sively used, printed on bothw

Book, exten
and tinted

paper. Largebook, in Bheep, $1.00;

Moroeco,$1.10 ;

Morocco Gilt, 1.59; Turkey Gilt, 2.0.
Postage,
16 cents each. Small, Morocco,
85 cts; postage, 7
cents,

The Sacred Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meétings.
35
cents; postage, 4 cents.
3
X'he Choralist
|
is a larger
of hymns and tunes than
the Sacred Melody. 0 cts; postage, 11 cts.

To Sabbath Schools and Y, M. C. A's.
i

The Book of
rs
only
a few copies left, All
Postage, 20 cents.
The Tribute of Praise
%

is a Hymn

gilt edge;

$1.00.

and Tune book, prepared for ne

one denomination, and is well adapted to social

worship

or congregational singing.

Price $1.00

per copy; and 75 cents each when fifty
or more:
1 are taken. Postage, 16 cents.
\
Butler's

Theology

discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of doctrinal theology, and the author’s views
are those generally accepted
by the denomination.
$1.60 postage, 24 cents.
Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, con-tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is am.
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family

reading.

The card, of which this is a fac-simile, is printed on heavy tinted paper, and is well adapted to
meet the long-felt wants of Christians, and will
be found very useful for
general distribution.
Another card, “To the Thoughtless,” (a companion
tothe one above) is also ready. Sent te any address, pos
paid, for $1.50 per thousand. Address all orders
8mé
W,. 6. HAGAR, Dover, N. H.

$1.00 ; postage,
22 cents.

!

’
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The Treatise
;
:
contains a brief statement of the doctrines
held by the denomination,
and our general
usages in church-building. It 18 published by au-

thority of the General Conference.

25 cents; pos-

tage, 2 cents.
The History of the Freewill Baptiste
covers the first half century of ourexistence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.

75 cents;

postage,

The Memorials

18 cents.

of the Free Baptists

Tunense Success L40,0000 neGrenune
IFE AND LABORS OF

give the rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of their un-

already sold, and

of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen sescions., B®
ceiits; postage, 18 cents.

IVINGSTONE

increasing. The only
new life of the great
OME
LETE
HERO
LORER.
1 of thrilling interest and spirited illustrations of shiny Joa strange adventures, also
the CURIOSITIES
and WONDERS of a MARVELOUS country; the millions are eager to getit, and more geod agents are needed at once.
PROFITS are SPLENDID. For particulars and
soof, address HUBBARD BROS.,Pubs., 31 Haw2 St., Boston, Mass.
SR

demand

CATARRII.
DEAFNESS,
CONSUMPTION
Dositively cured by
DR. KECK’S new method. Consultation free by
mail. Address Dr. 8. P. Stoddard, Medical Director, 8 West 14th street, New York.
b2t4

A'WEEK to Male and Female Agents, in’

$7

their locality. Costs NOTHING to try it
Particulars FREE. P.O. VICKERY & CO,, Augusta, Maine.
1v35

SUL GENERIS.
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ion withthe Freewill

Baptists.

$1.00.

The Miniitef of the General Conference
are published

in pamphlet

form at

the close

Sabbath School Question Books
are for adults and children.
‘LESSoxNs for Every Sunday, ,18, postage ,08
8TORY

of Jesus,

-

-

»15,

Pari?

MASON & HAMLI

CABINET ORGANS.
UNEQUALED =: UNAPPROACHE
by any others.

Awarded

THRER HIGHEST MEDALS

ao DIPLOMA OF HONOR, +

‘VIENNA 1873; PARIS, 1867
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Wine

OVER wwnng,

~uf eum

in Europe, or which present sich extruordi-

ADWAVS trt Si rm
nary

excel

ns to

awarded

d a wide sale there,(

highest preminms at Indus-

urope. Outof hundreds there have not been six in
all wheke any other organs have been preferred.
Declared. by Eminent Musicians, in both

Burr,

-

Jackson,

.

-
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PUHG.AGP FABIAET GRGAN
EASY PAYMENTS. Satis
Combination Stops,

and other Cases of new

Ti

Superb

designs,

and Circulars, with full partioALD
E
nlars, free, Address MASON &
LIN
ORGA
., 164 Tremont
Street, BOSTON: ¥5 Union
Bquawe, NEW YORK; or 80 & 89

Aus Bt., OHIOAGO.
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The Church Member's Book
is alvaluable little work, and every Christismy
would be benefited by reading it, 25 ots; postage
5 cts.
‘
Thoughts upon Thought
is a reprint of 130 pages from an English
edition, and considers the responsibility of mam
in relation to his thoughts. 5 cts; postage, 5otes
or Open

Comtsmuniow

is an experience and am argume.at, in ‘whick::
the folly of close communion is clearly and ably
exposed. A book of 175 pages, by a Baptist

clergyman, 25 ots; postage, 11 ots]
Lectures
fr.
4
ON

E TRUTH

OF

THE

HEN
: —

BIBLE;

an

excel

lent book for all who would ‘‘search the Borips!
tures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most imn-n
portant»
a6 of Bible study
ots.
Guide to the Saviour,

$1.00; postage, 18
i

is a little book intended to assist mquirers
in the way of salvation.
Tracts

25cts; postage. dots.
TN
oT
TTR

were not stereotyped

till within
the last few

years, and we can furnish only the following:
ots. per dozen; 30 cts. per hundred.

#7
Bs oh

Denominational,
To
, which contaius a historical statement, ahd
a brief notice of our
ity and institutions,

doctrinal basisichurok pols
it
sation
Set:

Doctrinal,

sirable church covenant,

Kingere

Daniel”

Memoir of George T'. Day.
contains a Narrative of his Life, Letters, Ser-:
mons and Lectures: Price $1.50 and $1.80; post..
age 20 cts.

MISSIONS fur selling inferior organs, and for this
reason ofien try very hard to sell somethingg else,
;
with most important
improveNEW
STILES ments ever made,
ow

Solio and

48

DAVID MARKS, WILLIAM BURR and

or Scripture quotations in proolt
doctrines.
:
7

Dealers get LARGER OOM-

03

“

Jackson, are extensively read by their, friends,
and several copies are still on hand.
Marks,
$1.00,
post, 19 cents.

S
hem!
a, to be mmrivaled.
See
BES. on CIROUT, AR, ‘with opinions of more
than One Thousand (sent free).
| Si T on having a Mason & Hamlin. Do not
take any other.

ig

The Biographies of

Close Communion,

in capacity and excellence

3

dri

meetings, with their statistics; the naihés of ‘ull

H.

$2.00 each, striotly in advance.
3)
We will farnish the Star, with other
STAR

Bampieton

contains, in addition to the
1 Calendar;
the names of all Freewill Baptist Charshge,
r

NOTICE

NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at

periodicals, at the following rates:

| 86 contsy

WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, ,15,

ample and competent.

Liberal Offers.

iw

ment in advance. Sample
copies sen; frog:

engaged,

upon that beloved arm, and. finding
power and strength, and the more be leans one year, at $4.50, strictly in advance:
the more he feels his own weakness, and
Clubs of six or more, ONE-THIRD BEING
at the same time the more he feels his

THE ATONEMENT.

in

under a separate head,

wil

will
be at the rate of $8.00 per hundred.

Claremont M'f'g Co.,

or ulcer-

as heretofore, but as a part of the whole
paper. The paper will have more unity,

Sir,” he said,
*¢ that seems

‘arm of his beloved, bearing all his weight

--B--b
hah dn gn on

stion, inflammation,

The Morning Star.

want you, don’t force yourself upon them.
Go out and preach to the ragged and the
destitute.
Q. Would youencourage women preach-

ing 10 the. pulpit

fever,

sie

is for lessthan
four months at a time, the charge

PAPER,

on

aly

.100 copiesto one address for §7.50.If the orden

which works better, and wears better than any
other kind. - But do not take our ‘word for it, but
look over your exchanges, and write fo the best
looking paj
for information.
ours truly,

for

eh;

y

The

‘Claremont,’N.

rinted.

of the International Series, for both adulbs-.

READ ON.
We claim that we are supplying quite a large
Proportion of the best looking papers. in Vermont
and New Hampshire with

guig

§ ey

and children, are printed monthly;at the ret of.

MR. PRINTER,

It just means, as is

people don’t ‘and you offer her your

If the

before

ation, and its strengthening
effects tend
now generally admitted, a turning rouad) to correct displacementsof internal parts,
towards God. When Christ began. to ‘the result of wéakngssof natural supports.
preach, he summed up the whole of bis It 7s sold by all druggists. . teaching in these two words: ‘‘Repent ye, and believe the
gospel.” (Mark
1:15.)
So the Apostle
Paul, when: he
reminds the Ephesian elders of his labors
After. fifty years of efficient service, the
among them, says: ‘Ihave taught you
ublicly. . . repentance toward God, and Morning Star now enters upon its second
faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ.”
Half Century with an experience full of
(Acts 20:20, 21.)
In other words: Turn
round toward God and take the gift of bis promise, and a purpose full of hope.
love, The two things mustgo together.
The WESTERN DEPARTMENT will be
=aPastor Theodore Monod,
continued in charge of Rev. A. H. Hulieve?

dress,

Jiugtisqments.
Don't You Know,

ALL RAC

Kugrior

Payment always in adyange, and no, comission:

That your work will not look well unless yon
use g
paper?

become a synonym of ‘‘yixen,”or‘“ scold.”
It is more than possible, however, that
the judgment passed upon her by mankind has been too severe. A more charitable disposition would undoubtedly have

gency to the self-condemnation.—
Bishop
ES OA

XANTIPPE.
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singleof tehoben,
30 Sh”
Patkages
or more toonb adi! ¢ TOA

tention of their people.

that feared the Lord, and that thought

HOY

STAR lsfor, an elder class: of readers
than te

we rejoice to know that many pastors are
successfully urging the Star upon the at-

upon his name."
— Presbyterian,

|
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O everlasting Strength,

3 Postage

the first: Sabbuth in January: *¢In’providing yourselves and your families with
reading matter for the year, let me ad+

‘‘ Then they that feared the Lord spoke
often one to another, and the Lord hearkened and heard it, and a bodk of remembrance was written before him, for them

"9300
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Said a pastor to his congregation, on

ploy jou ma pio ayy Lof ‘uwa up
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«Of a child,” must be the answer? . Aye,
and social, just as you would go into a and *‘ofttimes it bath cast me into the tire |
Hany hese ad tal ih paw you will and into the water to destroy me! How
nd peoplewill appreciate it and get up.
inveterate then is that disorder, and how
Q. When one or more leading members must it have engrained itself into the very
of the church have so borne themselves in fibers of our
being. Surely, this kind

¥ degen

+ 'One' 01d and one view substriver, '' . ANE”

Le

it, eo that it would
take almost an earthquake to get a man up; but if it be free

2

inadvance,
tsa
w UIRB0
Speial offers, strigtly in advance, - <¢ 7!
no commission
paid: . ~.
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vise you to take the Morning Star.”
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rent interest among all denowiinatiots.

David, “all ye that fear God, and I will
declare what: he hath done for my soul.”

ed this weary chain of besetting sin?
hus may each one well question himself?

volume. It iasable,
er. 5‘
The, publication,
affinps, ane:
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me too

Lead me and teach

formal manuer, it throws a stiffness over

youth
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eams of the eternal mount,
That squench time’s sorest thirst |
Health
: 0 rea ch all healing springs;
My bliss, my treasure, aud my wealth,
}
To Thee ny spirit clings!
"i

anteater

will aim to be the fair and impartial cham<

4

O Sveranne the waters burst,

rele

LE

The

As the denominational,
organ; the lus

right into
the other room, and talk to Some bring with them into the world an
them there,
irascible terper whiek is their cross from
What would you say to a person infancy to o age. Some exhibit a conwho replies: *‘I can be a Christian with- stitutional inability in matters of appetite, young cling around them, cheering their
| out rising for prayer P
!
so that if they but wet the shoe in the «Lloom with happy smiles ?
Mur. Mosdys I should say, most cer- puddle of intemperance, there is no arrest
tainly he could; but as a general thing he until they sound the foulest depths of
It is, in many cases, a great consolation
won't. If a man makes up his mind tha drunkenness.
to the desponding believer, to know that
he won't do a thing, the Lord generally
But oftenest the busetting sin is of later his case is not entirely singular; and if a
makes hin do it before he gets into the date, a parasite not born
with us but fast- traveler can meet with one who has been
kingdom.
ened upon us; something foolishly learn- over
difficult parts of the road before
Q. What method would you recom- ed, carelessly contracted ; something in- him, the
he may surely derive from his expemend to get people on their feel to testify duced by the atmosphere in which we rience some
salutary counsel and warnfor Christ P
chance to dwell.
ol
ing.
The
Scriptures
are favorable to such
Mr. Moody: In the first place, I would
* How long is it ago ” since this came communications, ‘Come
and hear,” says
bury ull stiffoess, If a meeting has a upon me?
How many years have I drag-

(‘peandes 3udu-Adop)

oy

y rest in weariness,
Fount

Pr
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% Sverlasting in distress,
My fort when foes assail and mock,

nw
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Rock

tion.

must think of absent, lamented faces, of
the love which cherished them, and the
tears of sympathy which fell with theirs
—now all gone. Why should not the

'D *M 4£q opus z0q

ome, shine away my sin!

to pif,
Hh Chntannial bib

bend on their staff, wailing till the same
call shall reach them.
How often they

Pan)

Light {
0 everlastingfous
ly within!
ht
Brlbtost of all on earth that’s brig

' PUBLICATIONS.
a

gress, and “ii PhilladbI pHi Text Sukamer |

graves; often their children: they have fol
lowed to the tomb. ‘They stand solitary,

“THE AGE OF A BESETTING BIN,
and the Episcopalians wonld. be so shockIts age is not always the same, Soweed that they would leave, and I find in the times an evil propensity is born with us
union meetings
it is best to ask them to and develops with the earliest intelligence.

wVOVH

know we have to lay aside a good man
| of the different denominational eculiari‘| ties, The ‘* anxious seat” is known to
the Methodists ; hut if you should call it
that, the Presbyterians would be afraid,

OHRIST IS ALL.

)

But in union meetings you

Brrr

of decision,

O everlasting Light:
Giver of dawn and day
night
Dispeller of the ancient
"In which creation Iny!

asting

A little thoughtful attention, howhapps ters. from, the principal; centers. in, this
it makes the old! Phey
have outliy
country, and. from foreign lands. We
most of the friendsof
their satly youth, shall “bave uw: ¥pecial ‘correspondentii
How lonely their hours!
n their
partoers in life have long filled silent Washingtot during thé" sdssion’ of ‘Colt

Mr. Moody : I would rather call it seats
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G. F. MOSHER,
A.

H.

Huling,

Editor.

Western

Editor.
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© &@ All communications designed for publica
Son should be addressed tothe Editor, and all
wtters on business, remittances of money, &c.,
whould be addressed to the Publisher, Dover,N. H.

“ THE real power of a denomination,”
~ ~«doés not lie in the number of its churches, but in their character.”
That is a

" good, wholesome statement. When we
use our time in complaining because we
have few churches, withont simultaneously doing our best to ‘improve those that
we also show that we would n't
likely to make the best use
. churches if we had them. The
do is to perfect the machinery

compromise,

every

and

We do not hesitate to say

making money out of his evangelizing

tional, of a secular use of the Lord's day.

Still, the laborer is worthy of his hire, and

In the atmosphere

and influence

of this

nineteenth century there is little danger
of holding too strict notions

of the

day.

We trust that the protest of every good
A sad fact about the criticisms that are
80 plentifully bestowed on publicand pri-

the country itself may be spared the evil

vate individuals,is that a measure of them

of a badly

citizen

will be

entered

used

in

Sabbath,

season, ,that
and

that

our

4loes not proceed from spiteful or mali- foreign visitors may get and carry home
cious motives,yet results in as much harm, some wholesome impressions on the sub. ‘perhaps, as the venomous sort.
The ject.
critic and the one criticised do not understand each otlier. The former may not
OURRENT TOPICS.
\. he. Acquainted
with the surroundings of ~——TREATY ABROGATION.
It now ap“the latter, may not be in sympathy with pears likely that the Extradition treaty
his modes of thought, can not dispern the between this country and England will
native bent of his emotional nature. Let be abrogated because our government
us put the text, ‘‘Judge not that ye be will not agree to try Winslow, for in+» raotjudged,” beside the exhortation of the stance, on no other’ charge than that of
apogtle on charity, and out of the two find forgery. Winslow must be tried in Mas-

an aid in seeking the right conduct of sachusetts.
¢ life.

Of course the National gov-

ernment has no right to dictate the course

‘WE were just saying to a friend that
~gme of the things that young people lack

"They

are not equal to the task of saving by lit-

r4les, with the understanding that these

|

.littles are to be the basis of whatever for-

«tune they may acquire.

If it could all be

. done in a day, that would be easy enough.
. But when it comes to the question of ac«uring only a dollar or two or less per
day,and following that up for twenty years
or more, they wilt, and begin atonce to say,

~——WELL ANSWERED. The New York
Sun, having indulged in a malicious fling

na-

prospective, individual and

more

than

ions, constantly added. We need a new
isp
ion of courage that shall be
oF

ral to the comtemplation

of a’ fortune

+ saved by the dime or dollar at a time, or
afar etiitured and trained mind furnished
bylong aud tiresome processes, or of the

go?

crown. thabds by and by to be put upon
such as have.-endured ‘unto the end.”

_ THIS SUMMER'S SUNDAYS.

Now

the thing to do, if we knew

enough, wouldbe to

scold just before

_ the calamity, instead of just after it.

Ie can not plead

with ref-

ereneerio the

summer.

unday

‘We

knoV

“left to themselves, the
Ye

So the:

+

fourth

fg!

and the other moral fi
ow
-

that,

piiblic carriers

will-pay but:little attenfiof the

~ ‘commandment.

this

enough

press,

¢éommuni-

t¥s=#hould begin at once—mnot to scold,
40 Besure, but to earnestly try to prewent the.

Sabbath

. desecration

that

has

“been so painful# feature of the past two

i
1

“thiée seasons’ activities.
An early,
8A
¥, firm, but kind and reasonable
protest against this bad use of the Sab-

‘bath, will do more goody both as a prewenitive and as

a corrective, than all the

usu! dutbursts, and detailed inspections,

Retigrs the center of &hiél iiterest
@ the region of the Philadelphia

’ shoul

Exhibition, and the approaches to it.
‘To _he sure, no formal provision has
‘been made for opening the buildings and
grounds on Sunday. Neither hes any

n taken to the contrary,
is as likelyto turn out against

the

anlift
Sab-

Fbathas for it. A godd ground of suspicion
#is'the.action of the New Jersey legislature,
v whose State—that shouldn't imply that

Paul

at
Is

A

. lysdgfested a bill to prohibit Sunday ex_ curgion trains on its railroads.

The pres-

al travel, and all. that
of
sme Centenni

figured in the debate,
;
«and 50 the bill was lost.

Tn’

and clothe himself, and to do this he must
have money.
He can not live on faith.
Coming from a paper not noted for

nia ho

account.

Trains can not be run

, with all their attendant
invasion,

thus

x0 Soba It is like every
letting
moral standard.

select Sunday

kill themselves on? Six committed
New York on the last but one.

to

suicide

in

New York is piqued and distressed. It had
got ready to give Dom Pedro a royal reception,

sermons, the prayers, and the hymns, I
think we would find a free gospel

preached in all.
of commun-

ion, the practice of one denomination is
for unrestricted, and the other for close

communion,
Yet, the oldest Baptist
confessions of faith, and conspicuously
that put forth in London, in 1689, by up-

an

wards of one hundred Baptist congrega-

ordinary Brazilian.
:
i
That is a quiet satire in Harper's for May,in
which Edward Everett Hale accounts for the

tions, and adopted by the oldest Baptist association in New England, the
Warren, distinctly states that concerning
the communion question, ** every church

but he insisted on conducting

himself

like

multitude of new writers for the press, and the

presence of the serial in periodical literature.
We trust that every parent and all the girls
in the country will take due note of the fiendish work referred to by our New York correspondent in the issue of April 12,
We are glad to learn that the statement going

about the country that Buffalo, N. Y., refuses
to employ married women
is wholly false.

as school

teachers

The Interior tells of a Presbyterian
somewhere in Kentucky, the

ladies

church

of

which

recently sent a note to the parsonage saying
that a liberal sum of money was in the bank
awaiting the pastor’s order, sufficient to pay
all] his expenses to the Centennial. We hope this
kind of pious patriotism will become uncon-

friendliness to religion, the above has

churches

is at liberty to walk as they have received
of the Lord.”

The New Hampshire Con-

fession of Faith is

a

modern

document,

written by my beloved friend, in whose
family I lived during the absence
father in India, the Rev.

Dr. John

of my
New-

ton Brown ; and this creed made an innovation by requiring baptism as a prere-

quisite to communion. Dr. Francis Wayland, ina letter written to Dr. George
H. Ball, said, ** As-to the subject of com-

munion, I believe that it is one to be left

_trollably contagious,
If you would enjoy the ctlture and ministry
~—CHICAGO REDEEMED.
As we pre- of flowers by and by, it is time that the seeds
dicted last week, the result of the election and cuttings were being procured, Briggs

to the individual conscience of every believer." Dr. Messer and Dr. Maxey held
the same views concerning communion,
and I have both the manuscript and the
printed proof in my possession, Dr.
Messer, indeed, during the latter part of

sulted in a most significant victory for the
right. Through the determined efforts

his life, attended a Freewill Baptist
church. We have here, therefore, three
presidents of Brown University, men of

the more weight.

for municipal officers in Chicago has reand watchfulness of respectable citizens
at the polls a fairand quiet election was
had—the first for over two years. The

Brothers, of Rochester, N. Y., for instance,
keep all the varieties. We would rather seem
to do a little gratuitous advertising than ‘that
you should not know where to get your flower
seeds.

i

Bk

8

Our church at Brunswick vill. is really
doing well, under the direction and labors of Bro. Edwards. Its house of wor-

-

ship will soon be in a suitable condition

for the occupancy of its vestry. The
lot, on which the house stands, is admira-

bly located, and paid for, em
by 128 feet.

60

The building is 42 by 65 ft.

and nearly completed outside, and about
ready for plastering inside, and paid for.
No debt is to be allowed on the house;
they proceed as they have the means, not
otherwise. To this wise policy they have
closely
adhered,
and have
greatly

prospered in it.
Witnessing
this,
many good
and
prudent
persons
have risen up to aid them, feeling
assured of success.
The Universalist
have very kindly offered the use of their
house to our people till theirs should

be

ready for occfipancy,which was gratefully
accepted,

and

occupied

last

Sabbath,

The house was well filled during the day
and evening, by an attentive audience.
We had the pleasure of being with them
on the Sabbath, also in the Conference
and prayer meeting, which were very interesting. A few members of the Temperance Reform Club, having fully em-

braced Christ, added much to the interest

of the meetings.

Bro. Edwards, with his

brethren, are well united, and thoroughly
in earnest, inthe temperance reform,church
building, and the conversion of sinners.
Acollection was taken for H. M. of $8.62,
with two

hundred-dollar

notes

for our

Centennial fund of 1880.
ih
J.
8.
BurGess,
Cor.
See.
learning and piety, holding the views of
a
ee
the Confession of 1689.

A FRATERNAL LETTER.

more.

Indeed, the his-

Michigan Notes.

prove recreant, but at the worst, the ring

wish-

got them back have tried them for some
political offense,—that,
when the questions

ground

when they

try to establish

the

principle by the Winslow case.

is effectually broken,and not only Chicago

~—S8iwver CHANGE.

citizens everywhere may
once more. Though a
new government are Renot claimed as a partisan

The jingle 6f silver

money is again to be heard in the land,
for the necessary steps to carry

the late

law to that effect into operation have al-

ready been taken. But it will not circulate plentifully at first. It will be so
great a rarity that the people will gener-

its publication :
Newport, R. I., April 5, 1876.

Rev. DR.O. B. CHENEY—
My Dear Sir:

It would

afford

me sincere

pleasure to

attend the convention in your citf™ I

thank the committee for the invitation ex-

tended to me. My home and church engagements are such, however, that I can
not conveniently leave at this time. I
should particularly like to be present up-

on Friday, when you discuss your * duty

FREE BaPTisST MEMORIALS.

The price

of this work, by Rev. A. D. Williams, D.

to the liberal brethren in the larger Bapy.” The theme is one of profound
|
est. It ds a subject, also, of great

D., has been reduced to $1 per volume. Practical importance at this time.
It is highly commended by many who
For several years I have given careful
have read it. Copies can be obtained at stady to the question of the relationship
this office.

;
bd
ove

!

-

BAPTISM AND PHE LORD'S SUPPER. This

is the

titleof 8 series of three articles,

which will be pristed in this paper, the

first now

appearing om the first page.

We earnestly ask for thew a careful, unprejudicedand
, thoughtful reading, and

to each other

of the variods branches of

the Baptist family.

I believe the time is

nedr at hand when, between these bodies,

a much eloser unison shall come into existence.

The tide of Christian sentiment

seems now fo be setting in the direction
of ghity. As in the seventeenth century

individuals.

- Therefore, in face of all these facts,
your Convention may well ask the ques
tion, ** What is our

duty

brethren in the larger

We need your sympathy,
and your co-operation.

to the liberal

Baptist body
your prayers,
We solemnly

believe we are contending for Baptist
principles, and are resisting a drift
towards new tests and a prelatizing assumption upon the part of certain self-

constituted despots over the denominational conscience. We do not wish to

abandon

the

denomination.

We have

borne extreme injustice, persecution, and

contempt from certain persons, without
being driven into the position of sects

it.

So

Benonanational Hebos,

enough for the honor of the American

fectly, and by them. to others in. this and

by a practical, closer fellowship between

It is said that Mr. Robert C. other lands. For Africa is to. receive the the Regular and the Free Baptists. This
Winthrop, President of the Association, word, largely, from'her sons and daugh- sentiment I expressed in a letter to the

has prepared a plan for the completion of
the monument, which has been adopted
by it. The design isto abandon that
part of the original plan which ealls for a
temple or pantheon and to ereet a simple
shaft
300 feet high. The purpose of sur-

rendering

the charter or allowing the

monument to remain unfinished or to be

taken down, is to be abandoned, and sub-

scriptions are to be solicited from time to
time until the monument is completed.

ters in America.
I found a cordial

weleome from: Bros.

Morrell and Brackett, and their house-

holds ; and a no less warm’ endowsement.
and co-operation'in the work which. I am

endeavoring to promote, notonly through

the Congressional Temperance society,
but among the youth of all classes in: all

grades of study.

... dr

Aa

Though I found them: all: at werk, and

always at’ work,—the busiest msen and
women I have seen, yeb - they

were

or of Brazil approached New

York

city

the other day a steamer with the city offi-

not

forgetful to entertain strangers, mor anx-

ious, merely, to hisve be Soveign help
in their own work and among:
Own

Through

- their indefatigable

fluential efforts among

and in-

the ministry and

members of various swrgunding denon

General Conference of the Freewill Baptist: Connection,

at its session

held

in

few brethren,led by the prudent, skillful

and unwearied sacrifices and toils of Rev.
Albert Purinton ; who hgs been for the
last year amd more wholly disabled from
service. Our dear brother is so prostrated from disease, as to render any hope of

Hillsdale, in 1871; and the Conference
kindly passed a resolution saying that it his. recovery and future service quite
heartily reciprocated the ** desire for more impossible. His daily patience, trust,
fraternity

and

co-operation

amomg

all

“Elasses of Baptists,” and ordering the publication of the letter in

the Morning Star

and Baptist Union. Since that day farther observation and reflection have more

nitions

of such

a happy event

and hope in God, though always good, is,

under afllictions, developing new beauty,
and unusual power. The glorious gospel

he has preached to others, is all-sufficient

for himself.

ery

him.

declined, saying thas he preferred to stay

It
he suspected any
his family, and so
keep the imperial

is not known whether
hostile designs upon
wantedto stay by and
aegis over them, or

And it was pleasing to
one Sabbath.
find one of them selected, in this com-- worship, there

munity of different views and lingering
[ida ces, as the leader of the Firs
Sabbath Siernod prages meeting
of he newly organized
ciation.

Rolin Horio

X.M. C.

¥ Gove to vi

Asso-

the

is

but slight

and evangelists

God has

appointed means of grace, and thus to de-

Ws

Many df our own churches have shared
in the rich blessing.

At Jackson, Lansing,

Burlington, Leslie, Paw Paw, Waverly,
Hillsdale, Wampler's Lake and Howard

City, very graclous revivals have been enJoyed, while many other fields have shared,
more or less, in the blessings.
i

© The Hillsdale Q. M. held its April session

with the Dover church.

Our brethren here

the
Lansing
Q.
-M.
will
be
held
at Lansing, May 12 to 14. This church,
under the labors of Pastor Malvern, has enjoyed marked prosperity during the past
few months; and the good brethen have

wisely decided to heed the call, * Arise and
build,” if sufficient means can be secured
to warrant the effort. For the good of our
cause in the State, and the future prosper-

ity of tle ¢hurch there, we trust the friends
will
be liberal in their gifts, and that the
church will be strong in faith. - We want
to see a *‘ Centennial Church ” built at the
Capital of Michigan.

Our Y. M. will be held the first week in
June with Bro. Drew’s church at Jackson.
With a central loc¢étion for our meeting

we expect that this diiiiual feast will prove
a rich season. The friends are certain ofa
warm welcome. .
bh
The church. and college at Hillsdale are
both doing commmendable work.
Notwithstanding the financial embarrassment,

felt in all sectionsof the country, has told

in, lessening the number of students in
many of our schools, and evem im our
State University, the catalogue of Hillsdale College for 1875-76 shows an increase

over the previous year. The religious
interest has been marked, and the grade
of scholarship advanced under the present

faithful board of Instructors. With united effort the College never had a brighter
future.
The absence of Bro. Dunn from
the Theo. Dept. the past year, has been
felt by the College, and it is hoped and expected, that he will be at his much needed
post again, fully recruited
for work, at the
opening of another term.
;

the College grounds.
April 19...

difference

couragement of a few Centennial hun-

divergence between Calvinism and Arminianism in the two bodies I judge to

often been

clare, in the face of opposition and skepti=
cism, that he is a covenant keeping Father.

others in due time. Bro. L. Given is the
acceptable pastor of the church, and

between the two denominatiops. Indeed,
in government and worship there is
thorough similitude.
In theology the

have

shown his willingness to bless the divinely

:

are now

large cotton mill, with promise of several

Between the Regular and the Free
Fmations,
by whom), as I learne in_varii
They bade him good morning, and asked ous ways,’they are held in ‘high esteem, Baptists there is. already a substantial is diligently seeking the well-being of the
him to come aboard their boat, and go they secured me a hearing in as many. agreement. In theology, in church gov- people in every good way. A collection
up to the wharves like a gentleman. He places as it was possible to occupy on ernment, in ordinances, and in modes of of $15.00 was taken for H. M. with encials went down the harbor to meet

tommon,

called to help in the good work.

° The students

this eloser unison, but that many premo-

den®ming::

usual revival interest during the past wiiiter, and the spring communions are oceasions for welcoming
new members to

This church occupies a very important
positiom, in a rapidly growing manufacturing village. It has already one very

profoundly convinced me that it is not
only wise and possible to bring about

taking place.

The churches of the various

sion. Yet, we naturally look to you for
have done a most commendable work, the
affectionate encouragement; and this
past year, in the erection of a house of
sympathy you have in many ways be: worship. At this session, committees Were
stowed. We are hence drawn near you. dppointed to examine for ordination &
We feel that in spite of any variation of brother of the Fairfield church, and memflame we are practically one. We wish ber of the Theological Department . of
that the manifestations of this oneness Hillsdale; and for license, a brother of the
may increase.
Hillsdale church, and member of College.
As practieal expressions of this coOakland Q. M. met last week with the
operation, it seems to me that we might Commerce church at Wixom, where, [as
assist you in your religious newspaper, might be expected, a pleasant session was
in your missionary work; and in upbuild- enjoyed. Genesee Q. M. meets the present
ing your college ; and, upon the other week at Davison; and the May session of

there was a marked disposition to ecclea suspense of final judgment until the
siastical segregation, so the latter part of
whole series has appeared. The present
this century seems disposed to reunite the
we presume a good many persons will state of these
questions in the Baptist descattered fragments.
The organization
after all conclude that scrip is more con- mominations should,
in advance, warrant | of the American
Tract Society,of the Sunvenient than silver, especially if the silver them
careful studying, which they will
day School Union, of Christian Associacan be readily procured.
need in order to get the full force of the tions,
of the Evangelical Alliance, and of side, you might help us where expeargument. It will be seen that the audient.
Interchange of religiows courkindred societies, shows the strong move——A HoreruL SiN.
The orgamization
thor doesn’t insist on the reader's agreemany ways could be carried on.
in
tesies
ment fowards Christian co-operation now
of some of the ablest and most trusted
ing with him without coxviction.
going om ; while the Anglican, the Pres- Would it not be proper for your Convencitizens of the United States on the basis
tion to appoint several messengers to our
that the selection of a Presidential eanDesErvED Womrps. It is not strange byterian, and the Methodist bodies are denominational national meetings, to be.
giving marked evidences of approaching
didate should not proceed on the prime that visitors to Harper' Ferry are
ims
cohesion as to the several branches of held next month at Buffalo ?
ple of a choice of evils, is one of the pressed by the importa
nce of the werk
May the Lord guide your deliberations,
each great religious body. - Therefore we
hopeful signs.
It will operate beme- being accomplished through
the Normal
order all things for his glory! Very
and
may reasomably suppose that the spirit of
ficially on both of the great parties, School there. These deserved words
are
and affectionately yours,
truly
concord
will animate the varfous branehmaking them more careful not to fixupom written concerning it, in % letter
the
CuARLES HOWARD MALCOM.
a man who will have to enter the contest Star, by Rev. J. W. Chickering, Secre- esof the great Baptist household ; that
ak
hampered by suspicious and unexplained tary of the Congressional
Temperance the liberty of conscience taught with escharges. Mr. Curtis's apt remark that Society :
pecial emphasis by Baptists, will make
:
:
the candidate would be the. platform in
this fraternal fellowship the more easy ;
I presume all your yeaders know
this campaign is becoming more foreible where this institusion
is, and what i is. and that mutual acquaintance, the kind
Maine Ohurches.
and popular every day.
** Beautiful for situation”, and still more interchange of correspondence and mesbeautiful in its design, methods, and re- sengers, and an affectionate recognition
The Sabbath we spent with the church
——Tre WasHmeToN Mosvmesr. It sults so far as developed, it challenges of each other as Baptists, in cardinal at Lisbon, was very cold, and heavily
admiration‘even of a chance visitor, points,
both Scriptural and historical,
would be a fine thing if some steps could the
will blockedby snow, hence the attendance at
and deserves the warm sympathy and
be taken thiscentennial yeartowardfinish- generous aid of all the leversof God and help forward the day of closer unisom and church was much below the average.
This ehurch, with its good and pleasant
ing the half-made monument
to the of man. Of course it specially commends fellowship.
5
itself to your branchof our ome chureh,
It has long seemed to me that the ex- house of worship, was chiefly the result
| Father of his country in Washington. It whose
head and Lordit honorsand seeks
of vigorous and self-denying labors of a
has haltéd in incompleteness ‘quite long
to make known to its shudents: more per- ample of Baptist unity might well be set
want

jon, without sccustoming the whether he simply thought it imprudent
‘to the

persons

the

Concerning the question

BRIEF NOTES.
Why do so many

could tell tq which branch

belonged, if we judged only from the doctrine of the atonement as set forth in the

against the refugees, and when they had

for

tors, good and bad, to England, have
made out charges of forgery, theft, &c.,

alone the secularizing of Sun- by his family.

day fot “this summer that should enter

did.

corrupt, we do not believe.
Like other
men,
Mr. Moody must eat, drink, sleep,

seriotisly annoyed last summer by the ——WasTED POWDER. When the Emper- | beloved pupils.

=

the ¢.faur mil-

Christian fellowship and labor. In the
larger towns, union efforts have been quite”

reason

ingto establish the principle of trying
extradited persons only for the charges
on which they are surrendered. Various
foreign countries, after some war or in-

gislature owns the State—was most

running of Sunday trains, and which, by
verse vote of the Senate, has 5late*

field of labor for

surrection, and the escape of participa”

the English Yive some

an@dtand-dfied reports-ifter* the thing people.

has fatrly det in.

hopeful

elected, and, doubtless, under the pressure of corrupting influences such as enter too often into political life, some
others now regarded as safe men may

On the other hand,

he could have it; he did n't

“We usually. give railroad eompanies,
and building committees, ‘atid steamboat
owaers whole broadsides of
the
nextday after a collision, or a
Gollapse,
or4" blowaup. Then our wrath cools,
. and-hythe time careless
eers have
‘wgot'well under way again We are as quiet
and confiding as kittens.

I trust—Ilet me say that neither your own
nor any other branch of the Christian
family
can find a more important or

tions in this State have enjoyed inoré thad

of trial in that State.

probably be treated like the Irishman’s
money in the suspected savings bank. If

S000
"+o

And as an outsider, in one sense,—yet
we are all ** ofthe house-hold of faith,”

ment, at Newton, Mass., in 1832, and most liberal supporters, to whom our edthen many Baptists thought its senti- ucational work and various churches have
ments concerning a limited atonement looked in time of need, and, found help
too severe; while, since that time, the [ bundantly, This church well deserves
mild views of Andrew Fuller have un- a good minister, and may God send them
questionably come to prevail.
If we such soon, and may he be co
acshould go into a thousand Baptist church- cepted. A collection of $5.00 was taken
es, Regular and Free, 1. doubt if we for H. M. with good pledges for $55.00

result shows that the people are in favorof
The following letter was written in re- toric teachings of Regular Baptists are
honest government,as a large majority of sponse to an invitation to attend the late "for liberty on this subject; afd even
the Aldermen and all the other city offi- Convention at Lewiston, Maine, and its now the denomination as such is tolerant
cers elected are good and capable men, on reading there was listened to with mark- and generous, notwithstanding the prothe whole. Some bad men have been ed attention. The Convention requested scription exercised by newspapers and

"+ Old people seeithe svisdom of this method ally
keep the first that they get, and only
of saving. 3 But: the prime need if “of let it out gradmally. And then .it will

ybuhg people seeing
it, too.

the Apostle

there is no harder or ‘more indefatigable
worker in this country than Mr. Moody,—
no one who deservesto be more richly
repaid. But that, as the Sun alleges, he
is working from the sordid motive of laying up treasures where moth and rust

but all good
involved were such as the English gov-. breathe freely
-“c3t is of no use.” The same is true of ernment could not consistently be a party majority of the
Whatever acquirement, whether of the. to. But the general opinion here
seems publicans, itis
pocket or the mind..
Every fortune, to “be that they have taken untenable victory.
‘whether measured in money or intelléctu-alspower, is composed of the small addi-

duties ; and so I can without impropriet
thus ¢ free my mind” as to them an
their work.
.

RA

any

is to

hill to resume their laborious

our readers to think out for themselves.

ent and

iving,

very last—good bye, when they went up

the sightly

shake a whole city simply because a lions,” and ih
them for the country
small boat with a few every day men is and the world.
, least so thinks,
Yours fragernally,
passing. Thereis a great deal more that ;
© JOHN W. CHICKERING,
might be said about it, which we leave
Harper's Ferry, April 17.

of the public conscience on the subject,
and a realization of the evil, both pres-

thanks

What is needed is a thorough awaking

plined is better than a brigade of untrain«<d recruits.
And thut may
be said
whether it is in the city or the country
« that the contest is to be waged.

It is very ridiculous to burn powder and

at Moody and Sankey lately by charging
that they are in constant receipt of large
sums of money sent privately by enthusiastic admirers, and that their faith is
foundto be, ““ pecuniarily, a paying investment,” the Chicago Tribune. very
justly responds :
!
We do not believe that Mr. Moody is

be made an act of public profanation.

A regiment perfectly drilled and disci-

ment ** that we would make on it is that it
is always best to know whom you are
honoring before being too demonstrative.

that we are on the verge
of adescent that
can not be measured in public morals.
And it is no alleviation of this disheartening prospect, thét the step is to be ventured in the name of patriotism.
We
are to celebrate the completion of a century of national independence by castin g |
off the law of God. What should be a
solemn act of public

be very
of more
thing to
at hand.

is the courage to be economical.

brooded in a broad smile over the scene,

The effects of this mischief will not end
with its immediate occasion. Six months
of secularized Sundays will be enough to
Po ularize and render
permanent the
abit. ‘The churches will have to meet
not merely, as now, the rivalry of low
and disreputable resorts for amusement,
and the defiance of professed ** liberals,”
but the power of social custom made
strong by legal license and the habit of

indulgence.

~wemarks one of our religious exchanges,

+ we have, that time is nearly wasted,

first

succeeding one will-be easier and less richly enjoying the mistake of the guneffected by challenge. Perhaps the FEz- ners. When before did Aldermen and
aminer and Chronicle is warranted in the such ever come so near being treated like
following remarks on this point :
real Emperors? Now the
*‘‘improve-

-

dreds at another time.

‘The Topshani church is still without a
pastor, supplied, however, for

the

time

being, by Bro. Minard of Bates College.
This dear old church, the honored mother

observed

‘ Arbor

Day,”

the 15th
inst., with real
enthusiasm.
There was a large attendance of
yisitors,

and no less than 200 trees were planted on

‘OCCASIONAL.
hates

Ministers and Ghurches.
REV. CHARLES HURLIN, for several years
the efficient ‘pastor of the Jackson, N. H.,
church, has entered upon the pastorate of the

Lawrence, N. Y., church.
REV. A.M. FREEMAN

has accepted a call

from the church at Waterbury Center, Vt., to
to trust
his person in the greedy
hands of. classes, and
quest, an be very much less than it was a century of many children, most faithfully served be their pastor, He commenced
em,
givi
his labors on
various
iy
Wo
oh
Wg
additional
New Yorkers. But he remained on his
ago. Ihave never heard preached in a by excellent ministers, in most of its Sunday, April 16.
GL
physical dub. Baptist pulpit such Calvinism as
nh
vessel, and when the boat went back up Joints of mental, moral and
I was years, needs #8d much desires a good,
Think of one scholar; Jase y iN
the harbor the forts belched forth stunning « primary”
taught,
in.
Rrv.
JAMES
8. POTTER writes that he closes
the
theologic
dl
seminary.at earnest servant of Jesus as paster. This
ears old!
departmen
his pastorate at North Sandwich, N. H., the
salutes, that almost lifted the small craft |
am writing this Without hele knowl- Princeton. My honored father delivered chorch has lost in
removals, but more esout of the water, while the spirit of Punch edge and aftér the last—I hope not the a sermon upon the extent of the atome- pecially by deaths, some of Its best and last Sabbath in April, and is at liberty to cor-

respond with any church

wishing .a pastor.

<

ha
Th .—
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New

England, during the interval of evangelistic
labors, commencing June 1, and continuing
three or four months. Letters written immediately may be directed to Cherry Creek, Chatauqua Co., N. Y,; or at a later period to his
home in Hallowell, Me.
WE regret to learn
of Rev. L. D.

of

Fabius,

N.

Y.,

by

awhich he is obliged to forego all pastoral work
at present, and give attention to his health.
The seat of the difficulty is in the throat. Will
net the church pray for

his

recovery,

so

he may soon be again in the ministry,
he seemsto be so greatly needed?
AN OLD STAR READER.
Robinson, of Richmond, near
now morg than eighty years of
weekly every number of the
©xoept three numbers since its

that

where

and

of

Auburn.

‘The church has been considerably quickened,
backsliders reclaimed, and sinners brought to

A spirit

prevail and

the

of -union

is beginning

prespects

of the

looking very hopeful.

This

is an

interesting

the

“ Great

Shepherd

of the sheep” speedily send the brethren

a ju-

flicious pastor to go in and out before them.
B. MIXARD.

fo his a

lows, June

Q. M.—Held

Sunon O., Q. M.—Held its session with,
the second church ‘in Middleport, A fed
All the shiurshes were represented

mociing

? fr
fy aver I n
nde
The spiritual interest was hd
The
conference business was harmonious!
and
detained a hor Rev. JamesW. Stew.
at homeby ill health, and many or.
ers were eres for his restoration to
heal
and labor. . Rev. James Donaldson and
Rev, Wilson
on Boggs of Burlington, did efficient

service in the

pulpit. An interesting Sabbath

school coticert was held on Saturday

evening.

The church was densely pucked during the
entire esting, These are to be held with

by 7 3
church,
July.

session
Friday

with
d Huntin
before the
9d Sabbat
n
T. J. FURGUSON, Clerk.

“Beligions Piscellan,
There is room for 11,395,542 to sit down
in 62,552 churches in the United States.
The tenth State Sunday school convention,under the auspices of the Connecticut
Sunday School Teachers’ Association, will

a small bibliography of Bible-helps,

forces

into

working order, and we pray that before long
we may see many sinners born into the kingdom.

Dear brethren, pray for us.

a favorable time for the people
town

during

the

past

together during

the

of God

winter.

denominations, that could

It has been
he

in this
different

conveniently,

Week

of

Prayer,

met
and

a

series of meetings followed, during which God
graciously poured out

his

spirit.

Some

forty

or fifty have found the pearl of great price and
are now on their way rejoicing. They are a
thinking class of men and women, nearly all
‘heads of families. May the glorious work con-

tinue.

"R.L.D.
Freedmen’s

Mission Items.

At Berryville, Va., April 2, Rev. J.D. Veney
‘baptized nineteen persons and received twenty

to the church. - Several of the number were
advanced in years, but very happy in the new
life so recently chosen. The recent revival
has strengthened materially the

means

of the

A strong religious interest is still manifested in Dr. Cuyler’s Church in Brooklyn.
One hundred and fifteen have been aided
to its membership.
Mr. Spurgeon’s latest piece
at half a crown,

which is

self, whose

for

opinions,

of

praise

or

blame,

are decidedly interesting.
In Scotland, the Baptists have more than
doubled in the past six years.
They have
now seventy churches.
The total number of Christian ministers
‘of ‘every denomination, in England and
Wales

is

81,942;

number is 43,862.

recent occasion

given at the

issued

cost,

mentators whose works are to be had in the
English language, commencing with those
who have written upon the Bible, and then
giving those who have written upon different books, with particulars of price,&e.,and
appended estimates by Mr. Spurgeon him-

schoolat Harper’s Ferry, and who about that
time became a Christian, came twenty miles,
on April 11, to unite with the church.
At the

and

in

the

In England

is one minister

to

each

U.

S.

and
718

the

Wales
of

the

populatioms and in the United States there
is one to each 879,
.
A new experiment has ‘been begun 5

the

members of the church at the Metropolitan

Tabernacle,

London.

game hour.

thus

commenced

at

the

the houses open, sends a student to each,
and under direction of the elders the
whole business is a glad and joyful one.

the Choctaws,

I mean'Prof. J. J, Butler's Theology and (lommentary.

The volume

on Systematic Theolo-

.gy opens to the reader, clearly and forcibly,
the
author's views of truth, in the briefest senten-

oes. No time is wasted in the use of unnecessary words,
The Commentary

in

two

volumes,

the

1st

on the Gospels, the 2d from Acts to the 13
chapter of 2d-€er:; inclusive, is sold at i
low price of $1.00 per vol. I most hearti ¥
commend them to our brethren, - How many
in the Sabbath schools ought to,own them.
Not only teachers, but pupils of both sexes,—
the young and the
age
Reflect : For the small sum of $2.40, which
includes postage, the two volumes may be received by mail, at any place, east, west, north
or gouth!
But the chances to obtain these valuable
works can not long continue at such prices.
Young men, young ladies, save the dimes and
secure the books.
Orders will be answered by addressing Rev.
I D. 8tewart, Dover,N. H.
Harper's Ferry, West Va. April 18.
A. H. M,
WESTERN.

Rev. G. H. HuBBARD,wkio has for six years
been the faithful pastor: of the Honey Creek

church, Wis., has severed his connection with
that people, muchto their regret, and accepted

- 8 call to the pastorate of the Commerce, Mich.,

Bud

oy

Rockville A: ril 15, Mr. ons e L. Brewster and
miss Mai
pbles, both of Cam en, Me.
In Madison, March 29, bv Rev. J.Runnells,Mr. James
0. Gerry and Miss Emma E, Pearson, both of M, In
Tamworth, April 1, Mr, George G. Philbrook, of Conway, and Miss Lucy J. Leavers, of Albany.

actly as represented every time. It
is reliable in every respect, length,
strength and quality guaranteed.

SAMPLE BOTTLES FREE!

—

Positively Cured.

ATWOOD'S |
UININE TONIC
BITTERS

When death was hourly expected from consumption, all remedies having failed, and Dr. H.
JAMES was experimenting,he accidentally made
a preparationof INDIAN HEMP, which cured his
only child, and now gives this recipe free on receipt of two stamps to pay expenses.
HEMP
also cures night-sweat, nausea at the stomach
and will break a fresh cold in twenty-four hours.
Address CRADDOCK & C0., 1033 Race street, Philadelphia, naming this paper.
4415

The Best Tonic

and

countless sufand the founAyer’s Sarsathe alteratives
blood. It pos.

ligent physicians that this mediciné cures beyond

- INQUIRE

OF

YOUR

DRUGGIST

BY THE

PROPRIETORS,

Climan Bros., Boston.

Jaundice, Dyspepsia,

Biliousness, &c.

Excursion to Kansas

"AGENTS WANTED FOR
THE WONDERFUL

Chickasaws and

Cherokees,

and also a church organized among the
Seminoles.
.
The progress of the Presbyterian Church
in Téxas is exceedingly encouraging.
In
1867, only 1,111 church

members

ported, and in 1875 the nu

were

re-

was

4,298.

In eight years, the Synod has grown

more

sands.

favorite

pieces.

' A lady ‘also

wrote ¢“ Nothing but Leaves,” which
sings with much expression and effect.

he

ty reports that it numbers 10,923

Print.

Yisiziaa
containg

sceme which is not visible until’held towards the light
{ike themever
auarbeforeafiered in Atheried.
th
Novsury
PRINTING bla

i Ma

| Bellak’s Analytical Method for Piano,

HENRY M. ALEXANDER.
JAMES M. HALSTED,
WILLIAM HENRY SMITH.
RICHARD IRVIN, JR.
ALANSON TRASK.
ELBERT B. MONROE.

Getze’s School for Parlor Organ.
[$2.50.]
Immensely popular.
About 70,000
oopl 8 now in use.
|

Scotland,

Wales.

Denmark,

sia are fn it
In Paper, ots.

Mason

Ireland,

France,

Spain,

Germany, Austria,

Boards, 50 ets.

|

711 Droadway,

Songs,

A rich treasury

NEW

BIGLOW && MAIN

of

For SundayySchools:
A

Successors to Lee &
Walker, Philadelphia.

Foxr

Freckles

and

use ‘Perry ’s moth
Lotion.

x
\

ws

thus,

BEST

Tan,

1tis

reliable

For

om

49

Bond

FAVORITE

Classes and Homes:

SONGS

Ask your druggist for Per-

3

A GREAT

A beautiful collection of popular
FOR

Ren Comedone and Pimple
amedy, the infallible 8 in

!

entirely

Price, in Boards, 35 cts. ; $30 per 100 copies.

worms.

Dermatologist,

or

and freckle

for Pimples onthe Face,
\ Blackheads or Flesh-

SR
ar)

collection

LOWRY and DOANE,
“has already become

ONLY FOR
MOTH
PATCHES,

. PERRY,
rk.

PUBLICATION 8

J. E, Ditson' & Cos

Co.,

New York.

WINIDOW-SHiis y
[DN
1

.

HENRY A. HURLBUT, Vice Paes.

OLIVER DITSON & co.,
&

DANIEL oo.

WILLIAM 8. LAMBERT.
JOHN J. MSCOOK.
NENRY 8. MARLAND.
EDMUND A, 8M
WILLIAM MILES.
E. F. RANDOLPH.

Cloth, 75 cts.

most excellent music for Societies, etc.

Ditson

3

LOUIS FITZGERALD, PRESIDENT.

Italy,

and Rus-

and Hoadley’s Method for

Four Part

ii

HENRY A. NURLBUT.
: Jars M. MORRISON.
B. HYDE.

GEORGE H. ATOART.

[75 cents], is an easy, attractive, and pleasant
method for the first six months at the Piano,

Sweden,

§|

DIRECTORS.
LOUIS FITZGERALD.
"GEORGE 0. MOREA.
WILLIAM SLOAN

POPULAR MUSIC BOOKS.

look at

LJ

street,

By

New
1761 5

|

FOLKS

Songs

for Little Children, compiled

hi

for little ones in the land.

from the best Soujees, by
Mrs.
Crafts
and
5s Merri
Should be in every home and

Price, in Boards,

35 cts. ; $30 per 100 copies.

Either book sent by mail, in paper cover, on
receipt of twenty-five cents.

Hotices and Jppointments.

BIGLOW

&

MAIN,

Publishers,

' 46 East Ninth Street, New York.

: 2 Washington Street, Chicago.
MICHIGAN Y. M. will be held with the church at
Jackson, commencing Friday, Juke 2, at 10, A.M.
3t
H. MAYNARD, Clerk.

Cough,

R. Norrox, Clerk.

hold its next

Bronchitis, Asthma,
CONSUMPTION.

session with,

the Lowville church, beginni:ang Thutsday evening,
June 22, Opening sermon yi
efferson.
H. NIBECKER, Clerk.

and

\

Oresao o. M, will hold its next session with the
church at
Burlington Flatts, Seinmelcing Friday, at
6,P. M,, before the fourth Sabbath th Mar
ILLS, Clerk.

SANDWICH Q. M. will hold

1t8 next session with the

church at N. Sandwich, commencing May 26, Churches
will remember to forward their assessment according
to the returns made. And
those in arrears, add the
same.
C. HURLIN, Clerk.

NOTICE.

Practical

The Corpora
rators'of the Green Mountain Seminary
will hold, Ss8 Ann feicoting in k) Semin,
build
ing, at Wi
ry Center
is
Thursday, the 18th
day br eryat 5% M3
OR 1. To
officers or the
Snsuing year, 2. To hear and bo on all Jeports,
'0 transact any otherd
fou!
met.
8B. WwW. BURGIN, 7
—
a7,
REV. RANSOM DUNN, of Hillsdale, is expected to
attend the next session of the Washington Q..M., to be
held with the Pageville church, June 2, for the pur=[See of dedicating the Pageville F. Baptist church ed“STEW ARD.
’

Post Office Addresses.
RevgChas . Hurlin, Fort Jackson, N. Y.

Rev. F. E. Davison; Ea. Andover, N H,

Rev. O.T. Clark, Toledo, Iowa.
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DYoung.

The gréat interest in the thrilling history of our
country makes this the fastest selling book ever
ublished. It contains a full account of the Grand
entennial Exhibition.
CAUTION.—0ld, Incomplete, and Unreliable
works are being circulated; see that the book you
buy contains 442 fine engravings, and 925 pages
Sond for circulars and extra terms to iti
ila:
Address NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
delphia, Penn.

i Rowell 8 Stra
Strick:

Anti-Bilious

Pus., Concord, B

~The choicest in the world—Import« ers’ prices— Largest Company
in
America—staple aftigle-—please everybody—Trade
continually increasing—Agents wanted
everywhere—best iuduceme
oh’t waste time—send
for Circular to
ROBT WELLS

P.0.Box 1287

DO"WANT
YOU will
3.
5a "sox somethiag that
bring you in honocay
over
or Female.

S

ad.

ORS" monthU sure.

na 0 M EY

INV

Rs tra NON,

ml

Prize picture sent
The TOLL-GATE!
free. An ingens
fous gem! 85@ objects to find. Address, with
E. C, ABBEY,

BuffaloN. Y.

iy

Our new method
W ork and Monev « ofintroducing
the
HOME GUEST carries aysrything before it. Our
remiums beat the world.
t be idle a day.
articulars tree, Sample hs paper; superbly
lustrated, with choice
Moss-rose Cross, 10 cents.
J. LATHAM & C0., 419 Washington street, Boston,
Mass.
6yl
A WEEK

t>

Male

Fin
on
their
NOTHING
to try

septi-ly

FREE,

ard

Female

locality. Costs
it. Dalticulire

®. 0. VICKERY
& C
Augusta, die.

Of the meatest Visiting Cards
you ever saw, jndluding samples of
G.
N
Snowe-Ilake,
Rep and PB amack; with your name
beautifully printed on them, sent by
return mail,
on hy t of as once
and 8 dent stam
© white bristol cards for Xi ras and 3. cent
stamp 15 packs of 85, 5 names, to one address,
fo 50 cents. Beys and Girls now is your time
Samples of my 69 styles sof rinsing, and 4 list of
0 kinds of cards, 1
in all combined,
font with Sach new list. ho gion i all two alike,
robably the nicest assortmenht i the ati ifor
0 cents. W,C. CANNON
d Street,

26

Tyler Strect, 30 Kaeolnd eos

ters
713 Washington
Box 270, Boston, Mass,

», 0.

Compoun

For Sunday Schools, Prayer Meetings, and Devotional Exercises.
This unrivaled .collection contains * Hold
the Fort,” “alieljab, "Tis Done.” “ Almost
Persuaded,” “Ninety and Nine,” ‘More to Follow,” “ Only an Armor

Bearer,”

of Mr. Blis#’s late and popular

together with all

melodies.

Price

er 100 copies; by mail, 35 cents. For sale at
all
ei
or can be procured of the publishers,

|°

JOHN CHURCH & 00., Oincinnati, 0.
THE

“MOODY. & SANKEY SONG BOOK"
1snow used everywhere. Every family should
have one. Price, in Boards, $30 per 100 copies; by
mail, 35 cents,

NT-

|

stamp,

Catarrh,,

Tl SONGS BY P. P. Bi

H.

S

Male

urnes.

It has
is
i
bot. druggist in the United
States.
ce
r bo
” R.C. & C. 8. CL.
Clevela

& CO, 268. Seventh 8¢.,P hiladelpirin, Pu;

43 Vesey St., N.Y.

P|

avote diseases hich could not be cured by Clarks

tH) LOOK.
The Wonderful blessings of. God on
&=2 Labors of MOODY £ SANKEY in Europe
and America. Best book and chance for men
OX women wanting a good business and to do
Sood offered this year. Also new maps of U.
A., World and all Bible lands and Centennial Combination.
Apply at once to

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

( JENTENNIAL
or reeY lS.
HISTOR

ou

D. L. GUERNSEY,

aL 088

Salt’ Rheum,
Fever ey Ague,
ag
i
ity, []
Nervous Headache, and Female Diseases.
A REWARD
as, for three years, offered for amy case
of the

poh

[No.1]

17

tion, Scrof

wanted everywhere,

0. MeOURDY

of Dyspep

Liver Complaint, Billonaness,
88, Jatin dice, CONSUL
Con

1

WIE

Chemists.

Andrews—
Atos

Spinney—M

Analytical

the cure

of Stomach, Sick Headache, Chronic Diarrhea,

Princeton, N., J.

WwW

- Bold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

1—J Brackett—

ur © Fatierion"0-0Mable ity 6 ood 5

pai

and

i

ompound

Never fails to give a good
appetite.
urifies the
blood and re give 10 the Dor
Liv
its
rl a health
and 4, 1d ; It 1s the best Temed eo
Jo

AGENTS WANTED for the New Historical Work, 0

Mass.,

& CO., Lowell,

AB

Soldby all Druggists. Depot No. 451 Sixth Av.
enue,
ew York, Only 50 cents and$1 per bot

er equaled by any other
medicine. 1t still makes the most effectual cures
of Coughs, Colds, Consumption, that can be made
by medical skill. Indeed the CHERRY PECTORAL
has really robbed these dangerous diseases of
their terrors, to a great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from ther fatal effects, that is
well founded if the remedy be taken in season.
Every family should have 1t in their eloset for the
and prompt relief ot its members.
Sick:
ness, sufféring, and even life is saved by this
‘timely protection.
PREPARED BY

Dr. J. C. AYER

Face Ache, Rheumatism, Gout

tle.

f\' dence in its virtues, nev-

Sr. LAYBESCE
M. will hold its next session
at Lowville,
beginning June 23,
Del
should notify Nov,
SE Nibecker that they will ate
tend a weekiof twi
ore the meeting.
A
large attendance is desired.
¥.H, NIBECKER, Cert.

Neuralgia,

Frosted Feet, Chilblains, Sore Throat, Erysipelas,
Bruises or Wounds of every kind in man or animal.
In my stable the only Liniment I now use is
GILES’ IODIDE OF AMMONIA. It performs wonders. ‘I unhesitatingly pronounce it the best ¥
ever saw. No stable should be without it.
'
R. MCDANIELS,

Perhaps no one ever
secured so wide a reputation, or maintained it
80 long,as AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL.
It has
been known to the pub¢ a) lic. about forty years,by
=a long continued series
g- of marvelous cures, that
H have won for it ‘a confi

IOWA NORTHERN Y. M. will be held with the church
in Waterloo, commencing June 9, and continue over

JEFFERSON Q. M. will

Cures

For Diseases of the Throat and Lungs,
such as Coughs, Colds, Whooping

GRNESEE Y.M. will be held with the Scottsburg
church,commencing Frida ain
June 23, at 10,A. M. Opening sermon by Rev. C, A.
a
WALKER, Clerk,
3t16.

the
be Sabbath,

\ODIDE OF AMMONIA

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.

KANSAS Y.M. will be held with the York Center
church,ten miles north-east of Fort Scott, commencing
Friday, June 2.
+ W. CAMPBELL, Clerk.
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‘The African Methodist Episcopal Church

Elegantly

13 TRANSPARENT
for 25 Cents. Each

BOSTON,
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preachers,
1,580,669 members,
Sunday| Mrs
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Howard—B
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20,453 traveling preachers, 8,178,000 mem. oS Pe kins. Ds Skatlt hn Te
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bers, and 25,000 houses of worship.

publishes the following: statistics: It has
25 conferences, 9 bishops, 1,334 preachers,
1,642 churches, 172, 282 members, 1,974

Your Name

BROADWAY, N. Y.

THIS COMPANY PAYS SEVEN PER CENT.
INTEREST.
Sd
IT SECURES EVERY INVESTMENT BY A
FIRST. MORTGAGE ON IMPROVED REAL
ESTATE.
IT AFFORDS A SAFE AND TRUSTWORTHY
MODE OF INVESTMENT FOR EXECUTORS AND TRUSTEES.

14 Barclay Street, New York.
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As for the present strength of the Methodist Church, its Church Extension Socie-

Ad

8m3

it. The Company has made arrangements by
which any one can make a visit to Kansas and
Colorado for a small sum. Sen

rapidly than any other in this country.
Miss Emma Campbell, of Morristown,
|'N. J., is the author of the hymn ¢ Jesus
of Nazareth
Passeth By”-—one of Mr.

Sankey's

CAREER OF

COMPANY, Rs)

Moody and Sankey,

for mixed veices [$1.57].

§

Boon

The wonders of the West are many, and there
are thousands who would go to see them if the expense were not so great. The Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe Railroad Company has a large tract

sas, asking for pamphlet. You will learn,
all about the matter, and much besides.

Book to our Stores in
8t11

EQUITASLE

in Great Britain and America. By ah Eminent Di.
vine. Has over 600 pages and 20 illustrations.
Price $2. Best book to sell. No other complete.
300 Asoots lade first month. Selling by the
thou-

German

and Colorado.

of land for sale, and want people to take a

a Send for Centennial
Boston and New York.

Beginners.
[$3-00], ts a hamdsome, complete, well-arrang- |
ed Instruction Book for the Pianoforte.

Beware

of imitations. . The genuine has private proprietary stamp of John F. Henry over the cork. Sold
by all dealers. Manhattan Med. Co. proprietors
JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & 0O., New York,
Wholesale Agenis.
BE 13)
Cheap

COGOK.

SL. Lows, Mo,

14tTeow

JAUNDICE AND BILIOUSNESS. Who knows &.
good remedy for these disorders ? We are assured
Atwood’s Vegetable, Physical, Jaundice
Bitters will effect a speedy cure.
They have |
never failed to satisfy all who have used them for

SPECIALTY

BREAKFAST

The most brilliant compilation of Patriotic Songs
extart. The National Airs of America, England,

FuR

SAMPLE BOTTLES,FURNISHED FREE

TESTED BY TIME. For Throat Diseases, Colds
and Coughs, “Brown’s Bronchial Troches” have
proved their efficacy by a test of many years.

NEW

of free.
Books forwarded Re
of catalogue prices.

Centennial Collection of National Songs.
in,

>

Boston,

ry

mach.

all others of its kind, and we can fortify this statement by our own experience.—Athol (Mass.) White
Flag.

Co,,

TRWEIN i the mame of anew remedy .meetino in the Journal of Materia Medica for January, as particularly valuable in Catarrh, Brochitis
and all affections of throat and lungs—those ot
public speakers,
and gives several cases of Sure.
1

§ omachic

and Debility.
The
Medical Faculty endorse it for Dyspe
, Nervous Debil«
ity, Loss of Appetite. "and all Diseases
Wisug from a
Disordered Liver or Sto-

She faded vitalities and purges out the corruptions
which mingle with the blood, promoting derangement and decay. We are assured by many intel.

&

2A MON
Agents wanted everywhere, Business honorable and first
glass, Particulars sent free. AdJ. WORTH & CoO.,

It will improve A
tite; facilitate
Digestion. 4 Tone io the Nr
Sys=
tem, Vigor to every Organ of the Body,
Ahereby imparting
Health aud Strengt.
There is no remedy ds
so good for Languor

sesses invigorating qualities, so that it stimulates

BY

guzton i Slsh bo the ih wpe
LOTHROP

ES

PUBLISHED
D.

ever offered“4 the Public.

i

Mr. Spurgeon prints a list of

and at 7 1-2, p. M., Phillip-like, he went

Secure Them Now.

syd je. same at the home "of the bride's
ts, in
AE Mr. Charles A. Stillman and Miss Fanne M Biel
I North Banawich,
Ha ppp 9, byRev. J. 8
Wiggin of Lowell, Mass., and Miss

Jus Comp: pL

ABOVE

and for Sunday School Libraries.

press. on roof

Married

Prayer-meetings

are held in the evenirg at the house of
friends.”
Some sixty meetings were on a

Of the 486 missionaries in’ China; 810
are women.
Ofthe 100 in Japan, 25 are
on his way rejoicing.
women.
:
The first week of the school opens well.
Several of those who have been teaching the | The Baptists have an association among
the Creek Indians comprising thirty-two
past winter have returned and are in school.
churches, besides an association
am
A. H. MORRELL:
water,

79.65

Jo AL the Baptist
n Poland,
March
¥ the Bers
DM Granda Me: Orrin
Ox n Dag
rt,
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ar,
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400 other Choice Books for Youth

550.00
©. 0. LIBBY,
LIB Vas .
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ter of surprise, for it proves ex-
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AND

1

HIGHEST MEDALS received at INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS in PARIS,
and VIENNA, and at LOCAL EXHIBITIONS in all parts of the UNITED
STATES,

.The Pansy Books, 14 vols. $17.52.

4

A. 8.Johnson, Land Commissioner, Topeka, Kan-

there

andoahy the hand of fellowship

is a

the use of students of the Bible.
Itis
called “ Commenting and Commentaries,”
1
includ
list—of-all—the—echiefcom—

chureh and given fresh courage to the society
generally.
The Harper's Ferry Q. M. met with the
church at Martinsburg on Aptil 8,9. There
was a full attendance and the business was
harmoniously transacted. Next
ofravith
the charch at Shepardstown, the 2d aturday
and Sabbath in July.
A student who graduated last year from our

close of the school, between the hours of five
and six o’clock, he was immersed in the Shen-

of work

below

Dover, N. H.

send stamp to H. B. BENNETT & CO., 2138 Federal street, Portlan:, Me., for list of Bennett’s
| Colored Rug Pattern, and terms to agents. 13t4
>
The very large sale of the Eure=
ka Machine Twist is not a mat-

BT

Purkis,

Roger Williams ch, Prov R I, per L W Anthony,

PYLE’S DIRTETIC SALERATUS, Universally ao:
knowledged the best in use. Each pound bears
the name of James Pyle. None genuine without

“EUREKA,” is the sentiment of
ferers who find the balm of relief,
tain of their health and strength in
parilla. It is the most potent of all
fo purify the system and cleanse the

Far

tp

believe God

his

All
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here, getting
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East WILLIAMSTOWN, VT. The church at
East Williamstown has been much revived
during the past winter. Though we have not
seen sinners comingto Christ, as we would
rejoiceto see, yet our hearts have been refreshed
amd cheered by the return of back:
sliders and the up-rising of the church. We
is

the

session to be held with the Harrisville
ing first Friday in June.
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are

field of labor, and may
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Sommencing previously and
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r
, M. sessions, warmed up the hearts and
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ed the lives of maby
through the

to
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with the Lincoln church.

A series of meetings has

theY. M. C. A,, of Lewiston

Feb,

AMS & WAUSHARA

providenee of God, came to us. Many have
been converted, a number reclaimed, and
Christians greatly encouraged. Twelve have
been addedto the church, seven by baptism
and five by letter.
P.R.

auspices

yousiohy

Esthe
church.
A series of meetings,
conducted by theo Mothodist Ryeacher inc

8. H. B.

which we have BOW been blessed, under the
labors of Rev. RB. McDonald, who, tropgh the

the
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Modern Commerce.

The $500 Ptize Books. 21 vols.
$28.75.
:
The $1,000 Prize Series. 16 vols.
$24.50.

Racoon ch, Ohio, per WH McNeal,

If you want géod employment and large profits

Quarterly Feetings.
interest

Business Fotices.
it.

who can are invited to attend.
H. D. Parsons, Clerk.

ored to keep up the prayer meetings,and out of
this prayer meeting grew the interest with

Christ.

to the church by Elder Darling, of Waverly.
J. B, JONES, Pastor of Church.

of Spencer, Clay Co.

Freewill Baptists and Adventists have endeay-

been held in this place under

was

all the praia
session with the Lloyd & Bridgwater
church, some ten or twelve miles north of east

NORTH W0ODSTOCK, N. H. The church in
North Woodstock has enjoyed an interesting
revival the past winter, The church had been
ina low state for a number of years. The

Torsuam, ME.

following

Prescott ; Right hand of fellowship and address

blessing and grace of God, and

Brother Jabez
Gardiner, Me.,
age, has read
Morning Star
first publication

in May, 1826, at Limerick, Maine.

The

the order of exercises: Reading passages of
Scripture and sermon by Elder Irons, of
Gobleville;
Consecrating prayer by ‘Elder,
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Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.

JOHN CHURCH & 00., Oincinnati, 0.1
For SINGING SCHOOLS

THE CHOICE. ,, az. conemmes:.C.

A Wide Awake Book for Wide Awake
Teachers. Contains a novel elemen
course
and a Grand Collection of Music. The
CHOICE
is the work of experienced men, and is
most
successful Convention Book in the fleld.' Price,
$7.50 a dozen ; by mail, 75 cents. Published by

JOHN OHUROH & 00., Oincinnati, 0.
A WEEK, 35 gehts Wanted avery whute.
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The annual meeting of the Southern
Baptist Convention will be held in Richbeen added ; to the latter, fifteen.
8. H. B.
‘mond, Va., about the middle of May.
The
A Church Organized.
{
Convention represents every Southern state
A church of eleven members was organized and several Indian territories. It hasbeen
on April 14, at Weagei's school-house, in
twenty years since it met last in Richmond.
Bloomingdale township, Mich., by a couneil
To the former, ten
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ico represented by the Church of Jesus.

vivals in the First and Second Freewill Baptist

churches.

Stl; Doser,
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and stimulate the

. PF. BRACKLEY,

Peters,

Pittsburgh has resolved to contribute $3,000
a year to carry on the réformation in Mex-

thei

Homai’s Persian Wash
and Freckles. Never fails.
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materially in the meetings.
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For the Cure of

EAL + BekdacheFo,

Foss,

Corse

Me,,

union effort

Bro, McKenney assisted

;

Foreign Mission.

Skirt

wories of meetings, in Topsham,

The meeting was a

and greatly blessed.

Me,
‘Winchester; Mass,
t.

Rev J D Smith, Cananda
Rev I Hyatt, Comin.

E
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Rev. J. ERSKINE is doing a good work

our church,

Protestant Episcopal

ey

‘Rackley’s

mem-

Both the Episcopalians and Presbyterians
of this country are giving their attention
to the wants of clergymen who have charge
of small parishes, and whosg salaries are
insufficient for their support.
The

Belew: ow:i

~~

WE learn that the Free Baptists and

ists are holding union meetings, with good results, in Burnham Village, Me,

sults of which contribute several additions to

at. 206,000

digs

Tarbox, Lewiston,

flockvel ir
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S
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membership is reckoned
bers,
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lf of
Rev. Joseph Edgecomb to preach one-ha
and
the time for the remainder: of the year,
Rev. Otis Andrews the other half.

Quite a revival

has of late been enjoyed at Evansville, the

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

ch

Oakland, in the same Q.M.

The church in Vienna, Me., have engaged

chil

.

N. Y., for the coming year.

Sunday

GE

at Prairie Du Bac., Wis., and accepted the pas.
torate of the Evansville church, Rev. O. H.
True, for some time the faithful pastor, goes to

98,008

it

WE understand that Rev. W. v. Edwards
n,
has been engaged by the church at Sherma

schools,

scholars, and $507,750 contributed for religious purposes,of which $149,000 was
for new church buildings. Also $8,748
missionary money. Wilberforce University is sustained at Xenia, Ohio. The total

sroily
——
.

Riv. B. F. MCKENNEY has closed his labors

‘Sunday

trainees

H,

mm

church. He has entered on his Jabors with the |
latter church.
»
Bro. FLEMING Bates, we learn, was set
to the work of the gospel ministry at
Bro. H. MORRISON, of East Tivermise apart
Mills, Me., aged86, renews his subscription for the April session of the Shiloh, O.,Q. M., the
show that his heart 1s stil ordaining council consisting of Revs T. J.,
to ,
the Star, aud
J. L. Starks and James Donald:
es
yung, continu taking one of the Sunddy Furguson,
son.
school papers,
;
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MORNING, STAR, APRIL 26, 1876.

rest;
And the stars through it all were
gleaming,
As if watching o’er earth at their

silently
Father's

request.
On Bethlehem’s plains, in the
Judah,
The

shepherds were
till the morn,

blest

watching

land

their

of

flocks

Knowing fot that, ere the morrow
waken,

was heard the

They should hear the glad tidings that Jesus

was born,
heaven.

angels bring tidings of joy to all
men;
And on the morrow the shepherds have seen
again,

But on the

morrow

her

bright

are
are

couch
one

some larger

is

garrison went
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Rejoice

comfort,
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be
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of hope

whisper,

glad, for, uf

to

Good

Saviour

is

near.
and

fond

oft buried

beneath

the

turf and

flowers;
:
And our life, of itself is only a vapor,
And measured at most by a few
hours.
:
1t is well that we Know

not

what

the

nearer

clasping
love,

the

hand

Trust
him to ledd us through
journey,
And bring us at last to
above,

Family

God’s

How-
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doors, panting to kill you

life’s

loved ones.

the

ing voice told God our ve

Indians among the corn

not

true, we dll felt them in such a prayerful
earnestnessas people do not feel in ‘the

splendid modern churches, where prayers
are almost a mere form. And he begought
God, weeping, that every soul in Bryant's

in
they

hard-trodden earth I felt I must give
|g

but a

handful beside our enemy.
It was decided to act for awhile

his dept home

as

if there converted, thor

we did not suspect the ambuscade by the
spring, and thus see if they womld
expose themselves to our advantage.

Carle,

Shug ining
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not
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fearfully

August weather;
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so sud-
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The old Indian fighters said
principal force of the Indians
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This gifted author whose volumes number at
least fity-five, loses none of her freshness and

originality by the rapidity and frequency with

which she’offers her stories to the public, Indeed we have been more interested in the
Hebrew Heroes, than in any other we have

read.

Perhaps the person who

reads simply

for the story may judge

differently, but we

rank among her works.

It makes the reader

think Hebrew Heroes is destined to take
a high
acquainted with a portion of Jewish history
Which is but little known even among
our Sue.
day school scholars. The theme is treated in
a most worthy style. The characters are true
to the races
they represent, Hebrew, Greek,
Syrian: The references to Old
ot ute
terances are striking and appropriate.
Itisa
book that
one can not lay aside and banish the
coutents from the wing when the covers are
closed, but the thoughts it begets will return,
awakening the ‘desire to khow more of the
history of the Jewish nation.
:
The Golden Fleece is a pleasant story, while
Zalda’s note-book presents a transcript of the
every-day thoughts and ‘experiences of a devout Indy. Her single, married and Christian

9-45

THE key to the ante door of the first
jail in Boston, weighed fifteen
pounds,

sigh.

and is now

State Constable Andrews, of Lynn.

Probably encouraged by the success of the
Bric-a-brac series; Scribner, Armstrong & Co.,
New York, are about to begin another series

After a

little, he

said,

sent the sound of long e. = A very sim

ways ie: grief, friend,

piece,

life are portrayed ig

Charles's style. It is

neum.

‘‘O auntie

:

:

in

the

possession

of

Deputy

:

Conundrums.

‘Why should it be easy to break

into

am

thieves?

my eyes

are

crooked,

keepin’

this is how itcomes to be:

¢

22.

nh
e

Then grandma came in and asked what
and

Rob

A

said, “I'm all

hard.
[I've been sittin’ such an awful
long time."
* One minute,” said Aunt Phebe.
“ O

niy dear, noise

your hands and sit

the

events which

and

added to his

ned his recollection,

ledge, in other fields of biography and
, He saw that much of it was foreign

Who is harder toto be won than a streng

thenin band, but he

i

What is good news from a fSountry
;

‘Where is the first mention of a pen in the

Answers.

15.

Because
he was a man of blood.

16.

Solomon, otherwise

7; 1 Chron. 22: 8.

valuable for another

also saw

series ofa

somewhat
Uifferent nature,
He projected,
therefore, the “ Bans-Soucl Series,” which is
wider in its scope, more curious

in its details,

and of much greater variety, It does

not sep-

n—peace,

Jededish.

peaceable,

2 Sam.
2 Sam.

perfection

urally attach themselves to it, but it busies itself with bistorical and biographical ana, particularly those which illustrate several important epochs in the civilization of modern Europe. One of these epochs is the grand siecle

nse. Jedediah, beloved of the Lord.
of Louis XIV, and XV. ; another is the philoWisdom.
Kings 8: 5~15; 2 Chron.
sophie period of the eighteenth century, as in1-12.
jysyercd by GeorgeH. “Sampson,
North Hatley, P. Q. Anpswers to Nos. 7, 8 terpreted by Voltaire, Rousseau, and the Enand 9, have come from Arthur Liscomb, Bycyclopedists; a third is the “storm and stress”
ron, Minn; to Nos. 10—14 from Chas N. Moulperiod of the Revolution and First Empire.
ton, Amesbury, Mass., and H. Pp. Broadfoot,
LAs with Frenchso—with— English history, in
Watauga, Ill.

does not trouble

still one

and

arate itself from literature and art, which nat-

hour, and I'm all asleep but my head!
Can't I get up, say ?”
“Yes,” said grandma.
‘You may
come up to my room and make a train of
cars with the chairs.”
*“ Won't you be crazy, grandma ?”
““ No,

os who figured

-

[Answers requested from younger readers.)

auntie, it’s an hour, an awful long

me much. Bat it is a good plan for
boys to learn to be still, so that they
not trouble those who are not well.
morrow morning 1 wish you would

The preparation,

perfection, and completion of the * Bric-abrac” series, which employed the attention of
Mr. Stoddard
for upwards of two years, neces:
sarily led him to study diligently a great many
works bearing directly or indirectly upon the

[Answers In two weeks.)

all.”

whose skil

helped to make the Bric-a-brac set what it was,
and will be uniform with those volumes. Ac
cording to the prospectus of the new series,

Bible Questions.

still such a long time!”
“Your mouth is all right, little boy,”
said the lady. *‘ That hasn't kept still at

was the matter;

Because they ought 10 be taken up.

Tt will be edited

by the incomparable Stoddard,

and

his locks are few.

effectively,

the general name of

“ The Sans-Souci Series,”

old

Because his gait is broken

very

= profitable book to

of popular books under

—————

man’s house?

it, and

little
will
Tofold

which American readers take a {lively interest,
if we may judge by the avidity with which
they seized upon the Greville Memoirs. There
were great men in Greece before Agamemnon,

Kiterary Bebir,

and great men in England

minute, and

before

any

of the

Georges satupon the throne; in. the days of
Queen Anne, and William of Orange, and
At the head of our eentennial literature both
and Charles the Becond—the. soldiers *
Jamjgs;
can sit still two, three, and five minutes, for its appropriateness and its essential merits, “and statesmenof whom Clarendon and Bur
must be placed the edition of BANCROFT'S
nett have told us, the gentlemen and scholars
to please those who do not like noise.”
HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, now be“Yes, grandma dear, I will; but 1 hope. ing published by Little, Brown & Co., Boston, whom Evelyn knew, and the wits ang beau
mamma will soon be well, I'm sa tired of The work itself is the standard to which one esprit of both sexes, court flies, whom Pepys
has preserved in the amber of bis Diary.
keeping still,” said the dear little boy.— naturally refers all other histories of this There is an embarras dw riches in all this
country
to
test
their
accuracy.
There
are,
of
Selected.
which will be turned to the best account in the
course, portions of it that have challenged
*ro-+re
« Sans-Souci Series,” and the delectation of
criticism.
The charge, for
instance, that
the readers, who will see,as in a magic mirror,

again in the aflernoon. We will call that
your ‘lesson in silence.’ By-and-by you

THE

CENTENARY

BANCROFT,

General Sullivan, while a delegate

to the con-

tinental congress from New Hampshire in 1780
Ancient Peru.

and 1781, was a pensioner of the French Minister, is warmly disputed by the Generals descendants, who are sustained by ome or two
historical papers. The philosophy on which
the history proceeds is also a subject of some

distinguished in this country during the Rev-

plete record of the national life.
If that was truesin the main, of the original
edition, it is undeniably so of this, for the
whole narrative has been revised, corrected,
and, although somewhat reduced to meet a

entitled THE BOUL'S INQUIRIES ANSWERED,
has just been published by Thomas Y. Crowe
ell, New York. It is intended as a year-hook

When the Spaniards first ehlored Peru,
in the early part of the 16th century, they
found a people ruled over by a royal fam- debate. But it remains the unshaken, the re
ily called the Incas. The Incas had ruled’ Hable, and, so far as it bus advanced, the comPeru for a long time,

but there was

a people lived in that country
Incas, a people who knew

once

before the

how -to

build

houses and temples better than the Incas
themselves, who were more highly civil
ized.
own who
where

popular demand,put upon a sure basis of prove

ed fact. As the author suys in the preface
to |
the revised edition: $
For more than forty years, the authbr has
been accustomed to invite and receive, from

that very ancient
they came from,

hat country tell us that
the seat’®f
their government was probably
in the neighborhood of Lake Titicaca on
Jands over 12,000 feet above the level of
the sea. Dr Hartwig, speaking of these
ruins in ‘‘The Polar and Tropical Worlds,”
says:
They were ruins when the Spaniards
made their appearance, Asp the natives
tects in a single night.

Ciega de Leon,

one of the companions of Pizarro, writes

friends in all parts of the Union, instruction
on the branches of American history to which

they had specially given attention; and, during the same
period, new and more comple
materials have become accessible from the

most

been carefully weighed,

of them:
Wnt most surprised me was
that the enormous gateways were formed
on other great masses of ‘stone, some of
which were thirty feet long, fifteen wide
were hewn out, for (hey must

bave

been

various sources.

The

notes

and papers

which bave thus been accumulated form the
EroubdworkEo
he)
the present revision, to w ch
close and undivided
appl
hrivy He Je
devoted. . Eve
noteworthy
criticism that has come under 0
ation has

”

nsiehited for

what it

was worth, and vever rejected, except after
examination, The main object has been the
{attainment of exact jecuraey ya%
t, If possi«
ble, not even a partial errorm:
cape €or
rection, A very few atements’ disappear be«
for the SOYarGE 4Dp
uppliea
dative of the wal
or 4 of his»
orical cr
eretofore omit|.
ted, find thelr
th
ne ind Simple
simplicity y andndand clear
cle
ness have been "the consta

The old familiar form of the history has been
thanged for that of a 12mo.,
edition will be comprised

and the present
in six volumes,

It The first two aré at hand. ' Bach 'containg

is rupposed that some of these structures

* The dead but sceptered sovereigns who still rule
Our spirits from their urns,”

about five hundred and seventy-five pages, and
sells for $2.25 per vol. The first volume opens

One Hundred Years
« Men and Manners
Ago,” cemprising reminiscences of persons

olutionary period, will form ene of the earliest

volumes of the Series.

An odd but apparently useful little volume,

of Scripture texts, both questions and answers
the former covering all the région of soul-ex
perience, and tLe latter admirably supplement
ing it, being appropriate Bible ' extracts.
There are blank pages in the book where the

author would have the owner
as a spiritual quickener.
be a profitable book.

the

Thus
It

referred (0

used, it must

is “prepared by G.

Washington Moon, whose book, “The Dean's
a féw Years ago, will doubt:
#nglish,” fssued
less be resany recalled. (81 00. ).
nines

The book. for poultry “keeppersis entitled

AN EGG Fanmand is publishes by the Orange

Judd Company, New York.. It is prepared by
H.

H.8toddard and tells how

manage poultry in large or

to profitably

Xmall

wumbers'

It is illustrated, and contains al the hints and,
directions that ove in the busindgs
ought to’
need,

The Apne is making itself sgirable:
of the
ln every louse where there, is ‘auf
contonanl spirit, by its exopliont and spint-

Sn, of A Sg 5,12
of Revolutionary eR
The Tusk

were
built long before the dominion of
life.
the li and I bave heard the Indian with some account of the early voypges to
| affirm that these Sovdiel Ds.
ns Soagtiues
America, the settlements of Fp
the
ulin
and |
after the

record God's

‘merciful dealings, to be frequently

ossession by the ‘Boglish
ish, an

pre

gre almost lke:
le on “ Pictur
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ale;

has many
bas rustic

The relate the histoty of Colonization, age
16
Bows Ms ih Dotie,»” ust have been
[1iost remarkable things in these ruing are and influence of the Pilgrims; the ifuation hia "
on Hts.’ New ork 289 Vesey 81

i

plans of. the, walls Fri Tibimico.”

deefeated the K
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There Is a flavor to it that reminds oneof Mrs.

&c.—Athe-

When can a lampbe said to be in a bad
temper? When it is put out.
‘What
is the difference between fixed stars
¢* OQ, dear, how stones must ache, keepand shooting-stars? The first are suns, the

“their great ‘bailding

wives

The enterprise of the publisbers fer-

read.

Sway t1 orrihareet for- vastly larger than we now see them.
é irtarvitis

ri Jendery” anged, Jo py
tou
ea sons: for.our:

dsc hasty, of ‘oe aden Worthan

8

analysis

its such a recognition as that,

rule, says a schoomaster,removes all d
culty. When the diphthong follows © it
is
always ei; cei'ing, conceive,
&e.;
when it follows any
other letter, it is ak

ho § thofrlead- and six thick, I ean mot conceive with
the name of what tools or instruments these stones

A

3 jl

ses

14

2

nor

already read it, would do well to make ity

86419795
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THE moon is not white, as it appears:
it is more uearly black. Snow reflects
three-quarters of the light which strikes
it, and the moon reflects only fifteen onehundredths.
THERE are few “people who have not
been occasionally puzzled whether to
write et or ie in the words that so Jepre.

could give no accountof them, The
red. accarately and | supposed they were built&b divine arc

Stockade

r

| “weretn avi of EER
jimall
-

areal

had

_whéh men rose up against us, then they

a ‘children;
dogs catehing
should" theyp idea,
“sch”‘set’
118K’
a
up

Iwas he “morning of the 16th of | Bit

ghar
Tost. el.
hoi

Indians

sten.to the. proposal that. their, wives wrath was kindled against vs,”

nan is

dnd Bloody ground.”

: Eg

the

might not be braver than we

the stockade

hi
the'men:
em.
ave used ‘Ate not b " buflet proofo
AT

and

tightened wailing; and certain ofihe

Doin

thant r

r

8 La

stockade,

ey» bin

dg so wishous acts

“a

=r

a

country

o after

new ‘the dangerous deiaking.

mf YAOFAGOF

across the wild

the

fired a shot. But some of the buckets
were not very full, for it is not an easy
task when you shake like the leaves to
carry water without spilling.
Authors may ‘write about the courage of
soldie;
Fthink ifothey had

men. made show of being: on tHE alert.
** Probably,”

>

.connt of the journey ip a rough
on

few Tifnutes every one was safe back in

* | 'by ut prise, just Tor tre Bakupr Killiag a

go Jo the, Nine’ of 1782; he pe we

rien
i!

‘that the women should

the water in thei usual. way. while

Lori a ow

iy id

_ But God heard the prayer, and within a

“At this suggestion, one of the niothers

pro

kill
& of

so 1 could hardly stand:

{

fenigé!

growing crops.
‘A few: words’ abu lie ‘heroine; and we
are ready for thé:story. Granjmotol

| UCTS JTL A te

if

if they

her. While we were dipping up the
water I chanced to see under the bushes
the feet of ope Indian and the band of
another grasping a tomahawk ; they were
not twenty steps from me, and/I trembled

Enid’ ho, GebdAT Aack would be made.

-

so,

till §

And I did; going to the spring I walked before her, and returning Ikeptbehind

\Any- part «front. u But:as long as we seemed on our

Woodén

me, Hetty,

I will keep between you and the Indians.”

draw oii attsation away from their main
our

we

“No; for father's sake andthe hive,

Thé.partyda the corn

‘body, and make us careless on

cabin

But I replied:

rifles"at"#foe outside.
ne:
WAS oy

T0130
wy duis

the

were passing through the gate she said,in
a low tone:

near

show ‘themselves. until their leaders saw a
was

by

by the port-holes.
I went out with my mother, and as

their dhiafide.
£4 capture the stockade at a rush.
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and

as still as death;

me.”

‘pierced with: many fort«holes,’ throagh
Tw)i,

high,

doors; the men were going to their guns

‘erdoki' ot dh gles; callgd Bagtions, and. yas thé. Spring, concealed, and. ‘would not
which those inside iii

hours

shoot they will not hit you
was

world that no minute

t coat.

which he called the deck, calling ov the
passengers to pay their fares,
“ Now, Rob, you will craze me!” said
his aunt. *‘ Give me the bell, and sit
down on the lowest step of the piazza, and
keep still.”
So Rob folded his dear little bands on
his lap; he fixed his eyes on the steppingstone before the door, and drew a long

cold, and

standing in a row by the picketing; the

At length a plan was proposed.

Which
to destroy its. It. was.-bmilt with

iwo

‘little children were crying

Suh adence was fifteen ortwenty| water.
cannon

men

there were the moccasins we had removed

actually perish from thirst, as cruel a foe
as the blood-thirsty savages.
¢¢ What shall be done P” went from lip

feet igh, dd, ‘dn’. efMfciat . foitifitation

some

‘the very air seemed

it might hold out

for several days, in which case
we

The different species of trefoil always contract their leaves at the approach of a

1

my head aches, and my hands and feet are

ae

had

denly interrupted. If the siege should
continue even twenty-four hours, we

gnfdians. There were
lies occupying log
ther,’ and surroundalled & stockade.
ng a deep,

enemy. bad; no

pr

on

in their hearts and words; forso

ditch, ‘and hog latig - in it
arg, Yong loge, uptight’ and tight to- to lip, and even oar bravest men seemed
gid and “filling: dn the soi}: “ground alarined at our peril from this lack of
the

hek

Then there was a moment of sad and
been bringing water from the outside fond farewells, and we began to slip
spring near which so many Indians were
"| through
the gate and start for the spring.
concealed.
How vivid it is yet to me, though it was
Not a bucket of water was there inside about seventy years ago! I cin see and
the fort, as we used it all during the night feel it all, as if it were now before me;

in preparing for the early march

of Hanover, notes the British monopoly of the

long enough.”

God would always hear and answer.
When we arose from ourknees,
men andall
were in tears, and we kaew God would
picketing had been dry for many days, as take care of us, die or live.

it was a very hot summer, gnd

England, brings the colonies under the House

of it is noeded. It has recognition in all coup.
tries, and every loyal American, who has not

¢ Pity stones ? what for, Robbie?”

always to pray, with blood-red feeling and

But one difficulty of an alarming nature wad discovered:
—we bad no water
in the'stockéide. The spring inside the

authen-

out on

of the

languages, manners, polity, religion, nature
and origin of the trans-Mississippl aborigines,
attends to the colonial rivalry of France and

* | in’ still always. I ache now, just in this others darters.
little speck of ‘a time. I'm glad Iain'ta
Which of the reptiles is a mathematician?
fence, nor a tree, nor a rag baby that can’t The adder.
Why are ripe potatoes in the ground like
move till somebody pulls you! O auntie,

well armed

for the struggle, our garrison was

down, and

situation

account

its green man-

said Rob, in

dear, I do pity stones so.”

my-

held a council to consider, what to do,

for, although in every way

stick,”

American

after that revolution, gives an

storm ; so certainly does this take place,
that these plants acquired the name of

stockade might, that day and that min*'Cause they bave to keep so still all
ute, be born again and thus fitted to die their lives. I’m so glad I ain’t a stone!”
or live. I was not until.then a Christian; |. “ There's no danger of your {urning
but while I was kneeling there on the into a stone, Rob; you don't keep still

still kept up the most horrible noises.
Some of the old Indian . fighters now

Shtlbring

stairs and

risk of a captivity worse than death ; how

animals,

but

to

mothers were Jeating their babes whom
they loved more dearly than life—thus. he
ptayed ;" and as his’ words were literally

under-

were

sight of the gate and the road,

the republican and monarchical principle wept
on in Eogland, states the

slave-trade, and closes with the war between
Great Britain and Spain, 17801748,
But the work bus been so long before the

veils the white flower with

So the good child put away ‘ Dick,”
and got, the big dinner bell, and went up

ofirts
qu

it did'seem as if God was right ‘there

afterward your grandfather,
swiftest

world.

tle, let the traveler put on his

Rob, or you’ll make me crazy.”

bear him. . How wives were going forth

did not, showing that they thought them-

Lesiafiti ‘theh ‘a stockade for de-

when

all your

from husbands ‘into ‘the jaws of death;
how young ‘daughters weré iunding the

tic, ag. recited by one of its heroines,
Grandmother Tomlinson,
and phonographically reported as it fell from her
lips.
:
" The incident occurred in 1782, at Bryant, Kentueky, now a station on the KentuckyCenteal- Railway, a few miles’ from

pn.

and

You do not nowadays, hour-

ple there, and to obtain assistance. There
were horses in this stockade, and young

to

of the

of 1888, in whic,

that greitstruggle for a compromise between

miniature flower, the duy is generally
showery ; but if it sntiely shuts up, or

surprise. ‘‘ That’sa hoss, auntie !”
“+1 don't wonder your mother’s sick,”
said auntie, ** if you are so noisy all the
time at home. You must keep still here,

The white-haired old

selves undiscovered, and were so numerous as not to fear amy reinforcements
that might come from Lexington.
The

infinite

"The following story is strictly

3

yet.

kept

“ That isn’t an old

a thousand wild Indians were at your very

Iv, hold your lives in your hands, and feel
that you have no hope but in the Lord.

GRANDMOTHER TOMLINSON'S STORY.

2

of the

ington road. We expected the Indians
by the spring would fire at them ; but they

the heavenly

of

side

lies “Before

May our faith like a little child’s réach tlirough
the gloaming,
And,

of the

fleeting

+

Moy they afl bring us
land.

de-

the gate was thrown open, and they rode
out as fast as they could run down Lex-

us;

,

was

Mounting two of the

We would take all things fresh from the
Father’s hand,
’
‘Whether blessings or trials, SOrrow or glad- MOS85-

front

and another man, volunteerrd
take the service.

aspira-.

tions,

Are

the

into the country

to his aunt once, when his dear mamma
was ill. Everybody was careful to see
his clothes, his stout boots and his'warm
stockings put into the big bag his papa
was to take for him. But no one thought
of Dick, his headless rocking-horse, of his
drummer boy, or his fife and trumpet,
and they were far more to Robbie than

stock-

sun rose, and pretty soon those best qualified to judge decided that a large force
of warriors was concealed in the low
bushes beyond the spring. As soon as
this was certain, it was resolved to send
somebody to Lexington to warn ‘the “peo-

Tomlinson,

Thus life’s brightest hopes

would

Bat nothing was in sight

Thus is life! when the shadows. gather around
us,
star

to

ever, a keen watch

prayed.

appear;
bring
tidings,

force

fort and began to peer sharply through
the port-holes, expecting to see the real
danger there.

have

For a frail little form in its coffin is’ laid ;
And the mother’s hot tears as she bends o’er
her darling,
Rest on the same brow o’er which she had

Angels

congealed

Instantly the more experienced

vanishéd,

yAnd we long for the bright

the

part

Bgyp y

the husbandman’s barometer. The tulip,
and several of the Sumpoinid yellow
flowers, all close before rain. Thereis a
Finally, when all were ready,my mother
all his clothes were.
species of wood: Li which doubles its
suggested that a prayer should be offered
This aunt's house was very neat; you leaves before storms. The bauhinia, or
before we went out, for said she; ** If God could not find a speck of dirt in it, nor a mountain ebony, capial ‘and sensitive
does not shield us, we shall never come
{ bit of paper, nor a chicken's feather on’ plants, observe the same habits,
back.” This idea pleased all, both men the lawn. No flowers were allowed in
Here is a
specimen of a parodox that
and women.
oung folks, There is
them, except those Aunt.Phebe put up, may amuse t
one way in which 45 may be deducted
Mr. Reynolds, whose son was captals
stiff and straight, in her parlor.vases,
fron 445, and 45 will be the remainder.
of the gartison,knelt down on the ground,
The dear little boy hunted round for a
while everybody knelt around him; and big stick to ride, in place of Dick, and
Put all the numerals down in reverse
sucha prayer as that old man prayed ! having found one, galloped joyfully into order. Then put them down underneath,
The people in these days, ministers and
in the right order; and subtract. The
the room,
sum of all three of the lines will be the
all, do not know how to pray as folks
“O Rob!" she cried out, *‘ carry that same, viz: 45. Thus:
prayed in those bloody times. You ‘do
old stick into the shed, and do keep still.”
not feel your need of God as you would if
9 87
65
48
2 1-45

only a decoy party to draw us out where

sleep-

dreams

Little Robbie was sent

with two or three loaded

guns near him, gathered along

stroy us.

kneeling,
Asking a blessing on her darling
ing.

crowd cf women was
there was no fainting,
is so common among

ade at the port-holes ready to fire on the
Indians if they attacked us. Two of the

and yelling like the hideous savages they
were,
Some of the young men were for rushing out at once and attacking them openly. Bat the older men, who understood
Indians better, said, ‘* No;” for it was

«him,

creeping ;
:
And a mother’s fond form by a low

of

brandishing their tomahawks,firing guns,

And

Centuries have past, and the same stars
watching
Q’er the still earth where the shadows

noise

We stood all tegether by the picketing,

or forty Indians standing among the corn, | strongest were to manage the gate.

ly music,

And told the glad story again and

unearthly

other

the memorable revolution

broad and six thick.
NATURAL BAROMETERS. Chickweed is
KEEP STILL.
an excellent barometer. When the flower
Some big folks forget that they were expands fully, we are not to expect rain
once little, and want children to act just for several hours; should it continue in
that state, no rain will disturb the suinlike men and women.
mer's day When it half conceals its

offso as to run the faster if we had need.

guns and shouting and screaming, so that
many of the children began to cry for
fear.
We all ran to the picketing, and saw
through the port-holes a party of thirty

should

But hark ! through the stillness comes

most

in size any known to exist in

India, or any

advent of James ‘IL. to the throne, describes

not, surpass:

Some of these are thirty feetlong,eighteen

us.—Christian Union.

shoes or moccasins, but we all took them
and a paler-faced
never secn. But
as in these days
ladies. .
The men, each

if

ic

going ‘to

ing

Indians would have made short work with

equaling

PRLAT

opt LURE TO

BE

lw A
Si al

had fallen,

Like a veil, o’er the sleeping earth

so as lo excite no suspicion among the
Indians.
Then we got our buckets, some of us
carrying two. Ob, tow plainly 1 remember those few minutes. Many of us wore

wrought,

the

eee

of darkness

see, if we had fallen into their hands,

se

the curtain

three together, as naturally as possible,

with “the people called .
Quakers,” notey the

tS

and

defeated Ly the

wd Mahe
rt PAE A

night!

been

Indians. Little did we imagine that nearly a thousand warriors were gathering
then in the fields ard woods about us,
eager for our scalps.
At early dawn all the men in the stockade paraded with their guns and accouterments, and food for four days. The
women and children were all out to say
good-bye, and the gate was about to be
opened for their departure, when sudden-ly on the back side of the stockade there

¢ Ye know not what shall be on the morrow.”

It was

recently

0-0

er had

S8.E.C.

bd 03

BY

NA

YE KNOW NOT.
"

second volume opens: with a consideration of
Maryland affairs in the last half of the
17th
century, reverts to the Netherlands, deals

on the Borders were killed, among whom
through it being six feet,four inches high,
were Colonel Todd, Colonel Trigg, Major and three feet, two inches wide.
The
Harland, Captain Gordon, and the second whole neighborhood is strewn with imelaborately
gon of Celonel Daniel Boone. 8o you mense blocks of "stone

bring a pail of water should go, so as to
show no partiality. We were not to go
all in a crowd, but stringing along two or

a

8% ot

Bort.

:

with an account .
der Charles IT, and closes
the great Virginia rebellion, 1674-1617, The

the great doorways of a single block of
stone. The largest of these is ten feet
high and thirteen broad, the opening: cut

ans in the bloody battle of the Blue Licks,
in which more than sixty of the best men

all agreed.to the plao, and it was decided
that every woman in the stockade able to

a

f

Most of the night mother and I had been
helping father mold * bullets and prepare
for an early march with the gatrison to
Hoy’s stockade,near which Captain Hold-

a. fu
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THINGS TO REMEMBER.
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and you will be learned.”

Johnson,

Dr.

says

continuously,”

anything

“Read

se dom,
Nature often cures consumption, wan

oh

the ga

there be no sympathy without
Lamb.
blo oF words — Charles
tgide of things seek fordifferences;

Many a man thinks it’s virtue that keepsst vin
ing rascal,when it’s on
hom

fom
{ur should be grateful, only A mista

potatoes for principles.
aves are light and

useless. and idle and

In.so

part of the oak.

‘lightsomeness without. —J. C. Hare, ,
There are pauses amidst study, and even
{ seeming
idleness, in which a process
Foes on which ay be likened to the digestion

for new efforts;
are gathering their strength
as land which lies fallow, and recovers itself
for tillage. =Dr. J. W.
Alexander,

previous

are

from

to his

death,

r. Stewart is said

the

to 80,000,000,

his business property :

Among the many. pretentious residences in New York, the pile cf white marble on the north-west corner of Fifth
aveuue and thirty-fourth street, which
invariably elicits the question, “Who
lives there? from strangers and others
who see it for the first
time,is the most
pretentious. Should
you oy
that

and

When the whole thing is unraveled,

to be t he richer man
very much doubt if

he carried

sande

de?

exceptionally -

~Sud-daye,
ie His agé, though hs

Reb TE
RR
wage CELT

aso.

uy to. es
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e 0

Astor was,

Ch:

=

on

a

he

worth mj!

She

i

been

W

has made astonishing time. since 1826.
He had over-hiz two “to!
ors the ad-

derful executive: and.

administrative tal

.
.

20,595,082
10,290

nger “sister of

Queen Suristiva

ry
himself among -the¥B

tivelg than
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inithg mew lists. as ig or “from Mis
landed: estates itr’ ‘four
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bysoid

New

where the out

to Wpeet, ta)
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rR

oh

ood
dine, dnd Wit

and

which im fact erved-ai he purposes

a club,” Before ‘those useful ‘ institntiohs
came into vogue here.
Stewart's dry goods palace, as’ it was
called, was the marvel of the time. It
acted as an advertisement through the
length aud -breadth “of the Tand.. From
1848 his
b business grew rapidly abd grad-

ually asssumed

the most colossal. pro-

portions. In some branches of the business he had almost a wonapoly. - Buying

in large

quantities, and alwys for cash,

he 7
great-advantages’in his -foreign purchases; and for a long time the
English, French - and German" ‘manufac-

turers. made, to him concessions’ which
bo Sher Anenin house could obtain,
e foresaw and prepiired for the

movement by §busiog the land {Pda
by ‘Ninth

and

His picture-galiéry. is’ one of

the fivegh, in.the

city.

His latest

©sition

of

ing is the largest that

exact sciences, inthe military urt, in mechanics and natural history.
He is a fine
linguist, speaking and Writing French,
Spanish, English, German and Italian, as

who
recognize: the involuntary*®oprst
The paintof enthustasm, from the men.

has been sent from

the studio of the artist, being 8 feet across
by 41-2 feet in bight, and a human fig-

ure in the foreground is ¢ ighteen inches
It cost in France $60,000 gold,
high.
and with duties, expenses, gold premium
ete,, etc., "cost Mr. Stewart $75,000.
Meissonier looks upon this picture,—
“1807,”

as

he

'it,—as his’ chef
d'ceuvre, : In a. charming letter to Mr.
Stewart, dated Boissy, January 27, 1876,

and

recently

published

Meissonier “says:

‘

in’ the

On. these

need. “Mr. Stewart's dally life is’ that
of a businessman. - Hy’
nerally arrives
atthe Tenth street store ‘about 10'in'the
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uly 18, 1841, and married Septem.
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Strafford, March 21, of heart disease, aged 73
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DANIEL W. HORNE died of paralysis, March
T, agéd66 years and 9 months.
He had been
a member of the F, B. church in West Leba-

the United States, excluding

According

the

taken the Star near forty Joars, and paid for |
iit promptly,
But her work on earth
done.
the grace of God sustain our dear Bro.
Hay the his bereavement.
Funeral sermon
from Poles 112 verse 6.
ATWOOD.

Important. Not more than a single square
can well be afforded to any single solivary,
Verses ure inadmissible,
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thize with Bro. Ladd in his loss. She loved
the denomination in all its interest. She has

them with cash equalto ten cents a line, to
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She was one of

Noyes, Dame and Gilford
ministrations

The largest ice-house known is in Brussels, Belgium, the roof covering an area
of 18,000 square feet.
The walls are

never

since

made a home with them will remember her
kindness and motuerly care. Brethren Wiley,
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and

there for |,

years

mind und a vigorous constitution, she has done
much in life, and done it well. .She was a
faithful wife, kind neighbor, and a reliable
Christian, Several of our minjsters who have

together,” answered
imothy, tranquilly.
Itis almost useless to say, that the credit
or decamped,
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“Your society would refider life intolerable, so we are going to commit suicide

dust,
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cellent of the earth, a true mother in Israel.
Possessed with a sound ‘and well balanced

of our own will,” ‘What are you doing P" exclaimed the creditor uneasily.

double, and filled in with moss
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Lyndon, Vt. : Ten years ago they. moved from
Lyndon te Sutton and became members of this
church, remaining a member with us till taken
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for the storing of meat in hot weather,
capable of hanging
2000 quarters, and
having them perfectly isolated. A million
tons of ice have been stored in the building at one time.
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hanging on the seventh, he traded cverything off which would give him the least
aid in carrying that.
Any man who took
Mr. Lincoln for a simple-minded man
yould very soon wake up on his back in a
itch.”

baté in the House of Comm ons on the sub-

eg jump into a cou
the door, which
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Sometimes, on

his case, and,

the creditor's eyes, a paper

The temperature

adversary
begins to see that what he was
so blandly giving away was simply what
he couldn’t get and keep:
By givin
away sixio and carrying the sevent

x House of Commons as oue of the
members for Aylesbury, the English
rs estimated him to be , worth £10,
, or $50,000,000 gold. In a recent do

r osy-cheek-

Now

himse!f beat. ‘He was wise as a serpent
in the trial of a cause, but Itell you I
have got too many scars from his blows
to certify that he was harmless as a dove.
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alone. He way fair to (he court, the jur
and his adversary, but candor compels
me to say that he by practice learucd there
was power in this, Pie was candid and
he was fair, but he knew how i make
just the most of this, As he entered the
trial, where most lawyers object, he
would say he *‘reckoned” it woul be fair
to let this in or (hat, and sometimes, when|
his adversary could "bot. prove what Mr.
Lincoln knew to be the truth, be would
say he ‘reckoned’ it would be fair to adt the truth to be so and, so.” When he
did Objecs to the court, alter he heard his
object on answered, he would often say,

the Greeks too late, and wake up to find

r Nathaniel Mayer de- Rothschild to

Way auy morning ata out 9:30 o'clock,

let

didn't understand him, he would wake up
in a few minutes finding that he had feared

of the two. We
re are to-day ten other men in the
d who can match him in wealth,
The house of Rothschild is a partnership
concern, and can not be fairly taken Tou
consideration as against a single person
in making
comparisons of individual
Weal h. On the occasion of the election

New York World gave the following
interesting account of Mr. Stewart and
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and with bits of newspaper began care-

about the time he had practised this threequarters through a case, if his adversary

give the current rumors concerning Mr.
Stewart's vast wealth. Suffi ce it to say that

A T. STEWART.
A few days
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ent writing the largest real estate owner
in this city, We will not undertake to

powers
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fully blocking
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He was as Pu
then made preparations for lighting. a
contested case | charcoal fire; but before applying the
He was wise in match,
pasted on the wall, just opposite

equals and no superiors,

the fall of 1875, A. T. Stewart was the
second largest holder of New York city
propetiy.
Since = the division of Mr,
stor's estate Song his children, but
rincipally
between
hi $s two sons, John
TD and ‘William, many have thought
that A.'T. Stewart has been promotéd to the first rank in the list of New
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During
a successful business
fifty yearsMr. Stewart has been
buyerof real estate in this city,
ingsof real property bein only
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necessarily ' imported,
‘will, when his
new manufactories are completed and in
operation, be enabled to offer to the American Jubii a cheaper, better, and more
endur ng American fabrie than any imported article of the same description
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year in September next. His place willbe
found a difficult one to fill.

1. Wisconsih proposes the establishmentof
a “German-American Teacher's Seminary”
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us culture od inielligenct

will succeed best. We need all the help
we can get from the teachings of science,

from journals, from fairs and chabs
as well

'

ITEMS.

The N. H. State fair will be held in
Manchester the first week in Qctober.——
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large class of our farming population com-

gravy.
Many take no agriHow 10 Ksxp FRUIT CAKE Witnour
pletely stereotyped.
Place the fruit cake in a
cultural paper, attend no fairs, or farmer's DrYING ur.
club, try no experiments, have no faith in stone pot or Japan box; put in twoapples;
improved tools and stock, and are hardly when the apples shrivel, replenish them.
able to tell at theend of the year whether You can not detect the flavor of the apples
they lose or gain in their business. Suc- in the cake,as one would think. It is good
cess in cultivating the soil 1s already, and in glass cases for bakers also. I have kept
It will
is to be more and more, dependent upon | plum cake two years in this way.
:
brains. Men who read and think most, do for any sake. Slit
*
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plan most wisely and execute skillfully,
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project, provided $50,000 shall be raised in ‘give the following standard recipes : Three
\ parts beeswax, three parts rosin and two
cash. About $5,000 have been secured. |

I

very flourishing condition, having #916. 684”
in the

treasury

and

no

debts.
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Check reins and blunders are going out of
fashion in England. ——Eastern oysters
are being introduced {nto San Francisco
Bay. ——Farm laborers in Vermont are
| #3
TES AND THAT.
engaging themselves at 815 | a ‘month
|
GRAFTING WAX. Many farmers ‘at this - and board, where last year $25 ‘was paid. |
season will be preparing to graft some of ——At the annual meeting of the Rhoda DY,
as from the daily experiénce
~dAm. Ag.
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by: alquick fire, ag. the rapid closing of
he outer pores retains all the juices within, and these, becoming’ heated, create a
natural process of steaming in its own
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open ‘and drinks in knowledge from men
and books. He keeps learning and succeeds in his business. There is still a

To Cook MEAT.
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Cure.
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PURIFIER ever discovered.
Send to me and take back your Woe
of failure. None
for 16
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Chemist, Boston. RE
Send for Circulars.
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paper, reads and thinks, don’t kick at facts
becduse they are. printed, keeps: his eyes:

ward joie 103
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Remember,

the beauty is to have them fine and white
an acre of land, while the average old- inside, like a cream puff.—N. ¥. Times.
Potato YEasT., Peel twenty potatoes ;
style farmer hardly gets that amount of
profit from his hundred acres or ‘more. .pour boiling water over them enough to
These facts are worth studying by the cover, then add one handful of salt, and
still large class who do not see the use of cook them well. When done, do not pour
agricultural papers and teaching, etc. off the water, but beat them until quite
think muscle is the main thing in success- fine. Then add half a cup of white sugar,
ful farming.” The truck farmer studies his and when cool,—but not_cold,—add one
market, knows what is wanted, learns how cup of home yeast. Let it simmer till
to raise it, when and where to sell it, be- the next day and bottle it for future use.
lieves in mamure, buys it, believes in One small teacupful is enough for four
knowing all about his business, takes his loaves of bread.
.
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Sirenlars giving Pevidence of cures. Address,
DR. 8. A. RICHMOND,
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J. L. Pickard, Esq., who has been the efficient Superintendent of the Chicago public schools for the past twelve years, has
notified the President of the Board of Ed-

profit of two or three hundred dollars from

ing, make

rr

Druggists.

a

"their
that, the population of
Tt is estimated

hav-

ing died worth near $2,000,000, willed over
$1,000,000 to found a school at Omaha, to
be called Creighton College. It will be
of the ‘Catholic
under the jurisdiction
church.
In Germany the movement for the higher
education of women and for the opening
up of new avocations 'is making head by
means of the foundation in vhrious towns
of first-rate grammar schools for, girls
‘equal to those for boys, as well as by the
exertions of the different Frauen-Vereine,
or women’s associations, which recently
‘| met in a delegates’ conference.
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The German war and the Commune cost
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fostered among the people.
It is a fact
that a truck-farmer within a dozen miles
a clean
of any of our large cities will get
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every lump, no

matter how small,apart, until it is light and
feathery.
Mash the potatoes until they
are perfectly smooth; add a little cream
or milk, and a little butter, but not enough
to color them; mix thoroughly; roll in
to flat,small balls,about one-half inch thick.
Be careful to make them a good shape.
A little raw onion chopped fine,is delicious
mixed ‘through them, just sufficient to
flavor. Fry a good brown, in plenty of
lard. Cooked oysters, laid on before eat-
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Mrs. Edward

It is afact shown before the British
Parliament, that * while the rental of land
im Ireland had doubled during the previ.
ous hundred years, and that of England
tripled, the rental of Scotland had sextupled itself in the same time.”
This is attributed mainly to the vastly
superior
school system which Scotland has pos-

When

1874..

pith

kosa

of its 17,000 public schools, without giving
serious offense to anybody.
It is Oliver Hoyt, of Stamford, who has
recently subscribed $25,000 to the centen-
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claims that the Bible is now read in 14,500
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The Hon. J. P. Winkersham,Superintend-

ent

feet

represented by more than 44 feet of water. | lar, are very sanguine as to the success of
On the morning of April-22, the change the experiment, and they pronounce dried
was still greater, requiring for its repre- eggs to have lost none of their valuable
sentation 47.42 feet of' water.
These properties by the gradual evaporation of
extraordinary fluctuations were not at- the water contained by them in their origtended by any peculiar state of weather, inal state.
and happened twelve days
before there
——— te
.
RECIPES.
were any indications of growth to be deCop-risH Baris. The first and most
tected in the buds.
These observations
are quite new and as yét wholly inexpli- important thing to be remembered is, to
cable, but will receive further attention have the ingredients cooked on the day
you wish them to be eaten.
Put your codanother spring.
fish to soak a day and a half, then boil until
tender.
Have your potatoes boiling, too.

Times

‘| of Vogetine, induces

set on foot at Passau,

on the
Danube, and the Prussian mil.
itary authorities are about to give the
prodanct a trial for soldiers’ rations. The
London News says several German chem-
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WITHOUT

the Crafteman’s Life Assurance

g

three hundred students, is amply endowed,
and is pushing its way in the front ranks of
American colleges.
Professor James Morgan Hart has been
of Modern Languages
elected Professor
and Literature in the University of Cincinnati, with special charge, also, of the
:
instruction in higher English.

ists, and Professor
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Drying EGGs.
A new industry, that
of drying eggs which is represented in this

a

It

umn of water many feet in hight. Thus
at 6,A. M., April 21, there was a suction
into the tree sufficient to raise a column of
water 25.95 feet. As soon as the morning
sun shone upon the tree the mercury began
to rise, so that at 8:15, A. M., the pressure
outward was enough to sustain a column
water
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A fire at Yeddo, March 18; destroyed 200
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Mrs. Sartdris will pass the season in
London, and be presented at Court.
+ A Texas court recently sentenced one
manto six months imprisonment for burglary and attempted arson, and another to
fifteen years for stealing a horse.
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favorably.

In Cook Co., Ill., 506 applications for sity. He has before given this amount to
divorce were made Tast year.
the institution.
In Lemont, IIL, 600 ‘Workmen in the
received, $8,000
Williams College has
- stone quarries have struck for higher from the estate of Mrs. Mills, of New
pay.
York.
On Thursday, the colored people at sevDartmouth alumni associations are now
eral points in Virginia celebrated with a in existence in the cities of Boston,Lowell,
parade, their emancipation, and the adop- New York, Washington, Chicago, St. Loution of the 14th and 15th amendments.
is, St. Paul, and movements are being
The First Baptist church, of New York
made to establish associations at Concord,
City, celebrated its centennial on Thursday | N. H., and Cincinnati, O.

cavalry have

ead

:

University of Minnesota, located at Minneapolis, reports

sustain
a col-

H

are pledged.

sufficientto

—-

T. D. Mutter, of Middletown,
given $5,000to Jefferson Medin Philadelphia, to endow a bed
hospital.
The Presbyterian Theological Seminary
of Chicago has graduated five students this
year.
Friends of the Episcopal Theological
Seminary at Alexandria, Va., have agreed
to subscribe $75,000 towards its permanent endowment when $25,000 additional

was

88

College,

nial endowment fund of Wesleyan Univer-

France 589,000 livres.

only be effect tually hand, hina Som,

effect a
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adelphia, and about $7000 in Boston.
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to 1000 men.
‘ On Thursday, $40,000 in silver was paid
out by the Chicago sub-treasury, $6000
were paid out in St. Louis, $8200 in Phil-

.
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The depth of snow in the Sierra Nevada
mountains is greater than ever known before.
During the past year St. Louis has erected 1,977 buildings at a cost of $5,634,
380.
Of the $15,000 required for the building
of the Old Orchard Beach R. R., #, 000
. has been subscribed.
Every room is engaged at the Appledore
House, Isle of Shoals.
The transfer of A. T. Stewart’s business
to Judge Hilton was in accordance with
the wishes of the deceased merchant.
Rhode Island has reduced its paid militia

evening.

Put it ina deep

~EBs

Tuesday,

graduated,

at Hanover.
Mrs. Dr.
Conn., has
ical College
in the new

The Manchester, N. H., Reform Club
has begun prosecuting the Hquor dealers.
It is proposed to start the Maine Central
arrive

students.

indicated

from the N. H. State Agricultural

of the

railroad is not making any money.

to
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Seven

has
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Newport, Vt., proposes to have a water
supply from Clyde river.
+ Gold is found in Sutton, R. I.
A large silk manufactory is talked of at
Stonington, Conn.
Navigation of the Delaware and Hudson
canal was opened on Monday.
Fifteen tramps were found in an empty
. grain car of a west bound train in Pa.,and
were ejected.
Twelve workmen have been killed so far
in the construction of the Centennial
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The Welland - Canal opened on Mon-,
day,
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